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RECOMMENDATIONS

-S'. ci(iL? t LC a V JjLyn ir C-
'Ihe l c ve i gor ] ci:i ea l p la:!- -iv bc::, K..;' ;.- t 

date and the wurk is being dene both carefully and 
accurately. The mapping of the cross fractures and 

theraineralization has proven very helpful to the 

correct understanding of ore occurrence. Since 

it has proved so useful on the levels, it is strongly 
recommended that this work be also done on the stopes, 

At present, though it is surmised that the fractures 

are continuous vertically for considerable distances, 
this fact is not definitely known, and i t would be of 

considerable assistance in mining to have this in 
formation.

The mine is becoming of such size that the 20' 
to l" geological plans are on too large a scale to 

give readily the complete picture. It is, therefore, 
recommended that the mapping be continued at 20' to 

l" and plotted on the usual sheets, and that from 
these sheets 50' to l" maps be prepared showing the 

general geological features.

Underground Interlevel Diamond Drilling 

It has been accepted mine practice for over a year 

to do a certain amount of horizontal diamond drilling
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Th* leva! geological plans are being *opt up tc 

dcte wad the work is being done both carefully and 

accurately* Die sapping of tho cross fractures and 

the oineralizaticn has proren very helpful to toe 

correct understanding of the ere occurrence* Since 

it has proved so useful on the levels, it is strongly 

recooaended th*t this work be also done on the stopes* 

At present, though it is suraised that the fractures 

are continuous vertically for considerable distances, 

this fact 13 not definitely fcnotm, and it rould be of 

considerable assistance in mining to here this in 

formation*

the nln* is becoming of such a sise that the 20* 

to l* geological plans are on too large a scale to 

five readily the oonplete picture. It is, therefore, 

rocoamended that the sapping be continued at SO* to 

l* and plotted en the usual sheets, and that fro* 

these sheets 50' to l* uaps be prepared shoving the 

general geological features*

Underground Interlay ol Di mond Drilling 

It has boen accepted nine practice for over a year 

to do a certain aaount of horizontal diamond drilling



f r ,-^rn the s t r~ o o c d i r f ''~ t o d r r"j " h l v ^ n T" T l \ r. l with ' h f

S J '." l r' ' t 'V. ; V'T' ! . VTn'it i ^ .' . .hi '-- [. !'. i'. ' ". . f, W.'t -

adopted in order to outline tt, boundaries ci" the 

mineralized zones, and it has been justified by the 

results obtained.

It is suggested that the method of doing this 

drilling be modified somewhat. The preliminary inter- 

level development of the mineralized zones consists 

of driving a raise approximately along the footwall 

of each ore shoot. This raise offers a very good 

position from which to drill the footwall of each 

shoot prior to stoping. The holes should be directed 

west and down at 45O to cut any mineralized fractures 

about at right angles, and they should be spaced in 

pairs at intervals of about 30 feet along the raise, 

each pair fanned out from the same set up. The 

hanging wall of each stope during development can 

be drilled horizontally as at present, or by inclining 

the holes up at 450 in order to cut any fractures 

slightly above the stope level.

Surface Diamond Drilling

A study of the recently published map of Dr. 

James E. Thomson on the Crow River Area has indicated
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E.

frox thf slopes directed roughly -r . rtilel vlth the 

strike of the iron formation. Tnls practice was 

adopted in order to outline the boundaries of the 

mineralized tones, and it has been justified by the 

results obtained*

It is suggested that the method of doing this 

drilling be aodlfied somewhat* The preliminary inter- 

lerel development of the mineralized tones consists 

of driving a raise approximately along the footwall 

of each ore shoot* This raise offers a very food 

position from which to drill the footwall of each 

shoot prior to stoping* The holes should be directed 

vest and dovn at 45 to cut any mineralized fractures 

about at right angles, and they should be spaced in 

pairs at intervals of about 20 feet along the raise, 

each pair fanned out from the same set up. The 

hanging wall of each stope during development can 

bo drilled horizontally asat present, or by inclining 

the holes up at 45 in order to cut any fractures 

slightly above the stope level*

Ianond

A study of the recently published map of Dr* 

James E* Thomson on the Crow River Area bus indicated



that the structure of the district can be inter- 

pi-'.'t'.'d -- :";cwi:.-,: di -':\ -r; t ! v t. ha- ir hi- ;-/. . '--,. 

rv p;; r t. in Uu i. !. M. M. Built-', in Ne. 31 h. In 

diamond drilling northwest of the Pickle Crow shaft 

a strong fault zone was cut beneath a prominent 

depression which strikes N. 45O E. On the Springer 

ground a series of holes, recommended by Dr. Mawdsley 

in 1937 and drilled that fall, also cut a shesr zone 

beneath this same depression. This depression extends 

completely across Thomson's map, and our interpretation 

of the structure is that the formations to the north 

west have been overthrust to the southeast on the 

fault and that they do not persist unbroken across 

the depression as indicated on his map.

It is of considerable interest to note that the 

Albany, the Pickle Crow and the Springer veins all 

lie south of this fault. The Albany and Springer 

veins are situated 2,000 feet southeast of the fault 

and the Pickle Crow vein starts about 500 feet from 

the fault and striking N. 82O E. the east end of the 

vein is 1,500 feet from the fault. The inference is 

that the most favourable area for ore deposits is 

from 500 to 2,000 feet southeast from the fault.
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tact tilt structure ^f tnc district car. be Int-T- 

preted soaerhat differently than In his published 

report in the C. I. U. H, Bulletin No. 316. In 

diamond drilling northwest of the Pickle Gror shift 

a strong feult zone was cut beneath a prominent 

depression which strikes I. 45O B. On the Springer 

ground a series of holes, recoraaended by Dr. Mavdsley 

in 1937 and drilled that fell, also cut a shear zone 

beneath the same depression* This depression extends 

completely across Thomson*s map, and our interpretation 

of the structure is that the formations to the north 

west *have been orerthrust to the southeast on the 

fault and that they do not persist unbroken across 

the depression as indicated on his a&p.

It is of considerable interest to note that the 

Albany, the Pickle Oro* and the Springer veins all 

lie south of this fault* The Albany and Springer 

reins are situated 33,000 feet southeast of the fault 

and the Pickle Cror vein starts about 500 feet from 

the fault and striking K.820E. the east end of the 

vein is 1,500 feet from the fault. The inference is 

that the moat favourable area for ore deposits is 

from 500 to 2,000 feet southeast from the fault.



On the- h.-i-is , ; f t hi- rthrvc a - i-v;~pt i/T n r T/: •;rnhl r

,'irea en t. h*. -. i : l rdi l a i. r i t i :\ pr'.jn rf.v is - ; i. i.i.V.-,'i
6 c; 5 

on claims 626, 654,/and 636, 3,000 tc 4,000 feet

west of the no. 2 operation shaft. This area is 

largely drift covered, and 5,000 feet of diamond 

drilling have been laid out to prospect it.

The southern portion of the Central Patricia 

claims north of the Albany property and the southern 

section of the Nor-Area property also offers good 

prospecting ground on the same assumption.

Underground Sampling

(a) Face Sampling during lateral development. 

The Central Patricia ore bodies are of a 

type from which it is difficult to obtain an 

accurate average of their grade from channel face 

samples taken during the lateral development. It was 

demonstrated 18 months ago that the values are 

related to mineralized cross fractures distributed 

arregularly throughout the iron formation. Since 

that time more attention has been given to the 

placing of the channels at right angles to the 

fractures. However, the channel sampling of the 

drift and slash faces has not given satisfactory
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On the bfcsis of the febove assort! r. i. f; v,:urbbe 

arat on the Central Petricic property Is situated 

on clfeims 626, C54, 655, and 636, ^000 to 4,OOO feet 

vest of the Ho. E operation shaft. This area is 

l&rgely drift covered, and 5,000 feet of diamond 

drilling have been laid out to prospect it*

The southern portion of the Central Patricia 
claims north of the Albany property and the southern 
section of the Hor-Area property also offers good 
prospecting ground on the same assumption*

wound ^
(a) Face Sampling during lateral development.

The Central Patricia ore bodies are of a 

type from which it is difficult to obtain an

accurate average of their grade from channel fee*
taken 

samples/during the lateral development* It was

demonstrated 18 months ago that the values are 

related to mineralised cross fractures distributed 

irregularly throughout the iron formation. Since 

that time more attention has been given to the 

placing of the channels at right angles to the 

fractures. However, tho channel sampling of the 

drift and slash faces has not given satisfactory



rrsul t ' . nnfl f hi "luc k "-1 .'i "i p j c 5- 'ir c ".*. p', r-^'.t d i; . r 

pr i i;.-i p.i ! ! y t.', riel c-rn: i no l. he avcraj-'' ur.ni*. ..; l h*. 

shoot s.

The ideal sample of any face of ore is a 

slice of even thickness taken over the entire face. 

This is impossible to obtain and coomon practice 

has accepted a channel of 3 to 4 inches in width 

taken across the face. Such a channel sample covers 

only about 1/25 of the area of the entire face.

A method of sampling that has proven by experience 

(as for example it Kerr Addison) to give a truer 

average than channel sampling in an erratic ore body 

Is chip sampling. By this method chips of even size 

are taken over the entire face or that portion of the 

face which it is desired to sample. The chips are 

taken at equally spaced intervals of about 6 inches 

both horizontally and vertically, such a sample 

carefully taken should check more often with muck 

samples than channel samples in an ore body in which 

the gold is unevenly distributed. It is therefore 

recommended that chip sampling be tried at Central 

Patricia in order to determine if it would prove 

more satisfactory than the present method of channel 

sampling.
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results, f.r.: t.'io auck scaplar e,r-' ce:;ena*Kl upon 

principally to drternln* the average grtde of the 

shoots.

The ideal sample of any face of ore is a 

 lice of or en thickness taken over the entire face* 

This is impossible to obtain end coo&ton practice 

has accepted tt channel of Z to 4 inches in width 

taken across the face. Such a channel sample covers 

only about 1/25 of the area of the entire face*

A. method of sampling that has proven by experience 

(as for example at Kerr Addison) to give a truer 

average than channel sampling in tn erratic ore body 

is chip sampling* ty this method chips of even sise 

are taken over the entire face or that portion of the 

face which it is desired to sample* The chips are 

taken at equally spaced intervals of about 6 inches 

both horizontally and vertically* Such a sample 

carefully taken should check more often with muck 

samples than channel samples in an ore body in which 

the gold is unevenly distributed* It is therefore 

recommended that chip sampling be tried at Central 

Patricia in order to determine if it would prove 

Dore satisfactory then the present raethod of channel 

sampling*



1 b ' H-i t k S,'i'i:p ] i nr

\[ i'. ' i.-. .-'itin i nit d i h.-it. t h f.- b.'Kk - 

t. he oro bodies at Central fat ri ci a be done after ihey 

have been slashed out and the geological maaping 

completed. At the present time the backs are being 

channel sampled at five foot intervals along lines 

at an angle to the hanging wall of iron formation. 

The angle of the line of samples was adopted as 

Uniformly about 45O to the edge of the ore body. This 

constant direction is not adapted to the type of ore 

occurence and it is recommended that the sampling 

be laid out at right angles to the majority of the 

fractures on the geological plans in the office and 

the lines of the samples be transfered to the backs 

exactly in the positions chosen.

Underground Lateral Development and Exploration 

(A) Western Section 

(a) Exploration

The development to date west on the 375 and 

625 levels has shown that the south body of quartz 

porphyry does not connect up with the north body as 

far east as was inferred from surface diamond drill 

ho;e No. 102. On each level diamond drilling south 

has located the porphyry and has shown that it is
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(b) B*CJC

It Is recoaxaendad tn&t b*cfc sn-pllnfi of 

the ore bodies at Central Putrid* be done sfter they 
hare been slashed out and the geological mapping 
completed, it the present time the bacjca are being 
channel sampled at five foot intervals along linos 
at an angle to the hanging vail of the Iron f oro* t i on. 
The angle of the line of samples vss adopted a* 
uniformly about 450 to the edge of the ore body* This 
constant direction is not adapted to the type of ort 
occurrence and it is recommended that the sampling 
be laid out at right angles to the majority of the 
fractures on the geological plans in the office and 
the lines of the aaaples be transferred to the backs 
exactly in the positions chosen*

Underground Lateral Devftlomaent and Exploration 

(A) Western Section
(a) Exploration

The development to date vest on the 575 and

625 levels has shown that the south body of quartz 

porphyry does not connect up with the north bocy as 

far east as was Inferred froa surface Uiaaond drill 

hole Ho* 102* On each l enrol dioaond drilling south 

has located the porphyry and has shotm that it Is



1 ! ( w l v ( nr y. -i', h i PI- .T- t (u i r'M"' f'. r-'.-i t '. - ' ' * ; r ( !'

porphyry contact ther should be at least a further 

500 feet of favourable ground ahead of the present 

west faces of the drifts. It is recommended that the 

625 level west drift be advanced to test the iron 

formation up to its intersection with the porphyry. 

The 625 level should be advanced in preference to 

the 375 level, both because there is less chance of 

running into water and also the values to date and 

the iron formation have been more persistent on this 

level.

(b) Development

The 875 and 1,300 levels have not reached 

the position of the F ore shoots on their downward 

projection from the 375 and 625 levels. There remains 

^50 feet on the 875 and 600 feet on the 1,300 level 

to be done before the F zones can be considered to 

be fully explored on these levels. This development 

is warrented because on the 375 and 625 levels 

sufficient ore has been put in sight to show a good 

profit over the expenditure required.

On the 1,450 level the west drift should 

be advanced at least 250 feet to test for the possible
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slcnly encroaching or. th* iron formation towards 

tno vest, nth tne present Indicated striice of tne 

porphyry contact there should be at least a further 

500 feet of favourable ground ahead of the present 

vest face* of the drifts. Zt is recoacaended that the 

825 level west drift be advanced to test the iron 

formation up to its intersection with the porphyry* 

The 6E5 level should be advanced in preference to 

the 375 level, both because there is less chance of 

running into water and also the values to date and 

the iron formation have been more persistent on this 

level.

(b) Development

The 875 and 1,500 levels' have not reached 

tho position of the F ore shoots on their downward 

projection from the 275 and 625 levels. There regains 

350 feet on the 875 and 600 feet on the 1,300 level 

to be done before the T tones can be considered to 

be fully explored on these levels* This development 

is warranted because on the 275 and 025 levels 

sufficient ore has been put in sight to show a good 

profit over the expenditure required.

On the 1,450 level the west drift should 

be advanced tt least 250 feet to test for the possible



downward extension of the mineral i/(d f r.'ic! urc"- '..r- 

11 H' ! , '.H)i i i t v. ! wh i eh l i f in ( hi via i ,i i r. ;' : i. r- a l i ' :; 

band approximately on the downward rake of the G. 

shoot. As the K. shoot has improved on the 1,450 

over the 1,300 there may be a similar improvement 

on the above mentioned shoot on the 1,450 level.

(B) Eastern Section 

(a) Exploration

On the 375 level the east drift

explored a length of 700 feet east from the No. l 

Fault Zone to within 100 feet of Fault Creek, and 

diamond drilling east of the creek carried the 

exploration of the main iron formation band an 

additional 750 feet to the east. No values of 

economic significance were found in this exploration. 

At depth below the 750 level ore values have been 

found over lengths up to 240 feet east of No. l Fault. 

These values occur on the downward rake of the main 

ore zone. However, their presence indicates that this 

area has been susceptible to ore formation in contrast 

to the upper levels and It is conceivable that values 

may extend further eas-fc than the limits of the main 

ore zone, or that entirely new or shoots may occur
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f.^c! ert'Tisi-n ?f the cinortiir.ee frtct^res on 

the 1,500 lerel waich lie in the ta&in Iron fonattion 

bend approximately on the downward rake of the G. 

shoot. As the K. shoot has improved on the 1,450 

over the 1,500 there may be a slailrx improvement 

on the above mentioned shoot on tho 1,450 level*

(B) Eastern Section 

(a) Exploration

On the 875 level the east drift 

explored a lenfth of 700 feet east fro* the Bo. l 

Vault tone to within 100 feet of Fault Creek, and 

diamond drilling east of the creak carried the 

exploration of the Bain Iron f creation band an 

additional 750 feet to the east. Bo values of

economic significance were found in this explore t i on*
•:-#t 

At depth belo* thV750 level ore values have been

found over lengths tip to 240 feet east of Bo* l Fault* 

These values occur on the downward rake of the main 

oro zone. However, their presence indicates that this 

area has been susceptible to ore formation in contrast 

to the upper levels and It is conceivable that values 

nay extend farther east than the limits of the main 

ore zone, or thet entirely new ore shoots may occur



;U dc-pth in this area. It is therefore r*-c    m- 

f. (K 11 t h i i - ;i r', . i i H .v ;' l . r i vi at (i-, pt h bv i \* ' !"i i n; :. *. 

of the east drifts, (preferably the 1,300 level east 

drift) to and beyond the downward vertical projection 

of Fault Creek. The face of the 1,300 level is about 

350 feet from a point vertically below Fault Creek, 

and it is suggested that the drift be advanced at 

least 500 feet in order to explore some distance 

bryond this point.

(b) Development

The 1,000 level east drift obtained 

values over a lenght 240 feet east from the No. l 

Fault. No exploration has been done east of the fault 

between the 375 and 1,000 levels. It. is therefore 

recommended that the 875 level east drift be advanced 

300 feet in order to test the iron formation above 

the values on the 1,000 level. If the 875 level east 

drift is successful in locating ore then the 750 can 

be advanced later.
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et defth ir. thlr ftr?'.. It i? tnereforc rtccsusended 
thtt tnir fcrea be explored at depth by extending on* 
of the east drift*, (preferably the 1,200 level east 
drift) to and beyond the downward vertical projection 
of Fault creak. The face of the 1,500 level is about 
250 feet from a point vertically below Foult Creek, 
and it is suggested that the drift be advanced at 
least 500 feot in order to explore some distance 
beyond this point*

(b) Development
The 1,000 level east drift obtained 

values over t length 240 feet east froa the Bo. l 
Fault* So exploration has been done east of the fault 
between the 775 and 1,000 levels* It is therefore 
recommended that the 875 level east drift be advanced 
500 feet in order to test the iron formation above 
the values on the 1,000 level* If the 675 level east 
drift is successful in locating ore then the 750 can 
be advanced later*



Shaft S i i^k: -

of the- shaft, another 4 levels in the immediate future

is fully warranted. Since the beginning of milling

4 years ago about 4 3/4 levels have been mined out In the

main ore zone. The ore developed in the western

section to date has not produced a large tonnage though

grade lengths are ample to give a good overall

profit on the required expenditure to put it in sight.

The 1,300 and 1,450 levels to date have shown a some 

what smaller tonnage reserve than the levels above.

As the mill tonnage rate is at present considerably

higher than the average for the past 4 years in

which the mill has been in operation the level rate

of ore depletion will be higher than in the past. The

ore reserves above the 1,450 level are about equal to

2 years mill feed at the present rate, though the

two lowest levels have not given as great a tonnage

of ore as the upper levels, yet the recent discovery

of the possible recurrence of the K zone in 1,450

west drift is encouraging for depth possibilities.

There is also the encouraging feature in the 4 lowest
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Ehtft S jr.* 11, R

It is the writer's opinion that the deepening 

of the shaft another 4 level* in the iamediate future 
is fully warranted* Since the beginning of sailing 
4 years ago about 4j levels have beea nined out in the 

aa in ore zone* The ore developed in the western 
section to date has not produced a large tonnage though 
ferade and lengths are ample to give a good overall 
profit on the required expenditure to put it in sight* 
The 1,300 and 1,450 levels to date have shown a some* 
rhat smaller tonnage reserve than the levels above* 
/.s the mill tonnage rate is at present considerably 
higher than the average for the past 4 years in 
which the mill has been in operation the level rate 
of ore depletion will be higher than in the past* Yht 
ore reserves above the 1,450 level are about equal to 
2 years aill feed at the present rate. Though, the 
two lowest levels have not given as great ft tonnage 
of ore as the upper levels, yet the recent discovery 
of the possible recurrence of the K tone in 1,450 
west drift is encouraging for depth possibilities. 
There is also the encouraging feature in the 4 lowest.



'. vi l' i- f the dc-vc l'-ri-r

ore sheet .

The decision whether to open up three or four 

new levels during the present proposed deepening 

of the shaft can be based on the depth at which it is 

decided to start winzing. At a shaft depth of 2050 feet 

(i.e. down 4 levels) the length of crosscut to the 

iron formation varies from about 570 due north to 

800 feet to the centre of the main ore zone, this is 

30 to 50 feet more crosscutting than would be required 

on the 1,900 level. Either level is approaching the 

economic limit of working the ore bodies from the 

present shaft. It is the writer's opinion that the 

extra level is justified and that below this level 

the ore should be worked through a winze.

Crosscutting on Levels below the 1,450 Level 

The following table shows a comparison in 

approximate lengths of crosscutting to the ore to 

intersect it at three different points on new four 

levels at 150 foot intervals below the 1,450 level.
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**v o l r Toeai t of rro s*.ert? etrt the

Ro. l Fault rone en t ho dovmarc" rt^c c f tne r*Rtn 

ore snoot.

The decision whether to open up throe or four 

ne* levels during the present proposed deepening 

of the shaft can be based on the depth at which it is 

decided to start vinaing* At a shaft depth of 2050 feet 

(i. e. down 4 levels) the length of crosscut to the 

iron formation varies froa about 570 due north to 

BOO feet to the centre of the sain ore sone* This is 

SO to 50 feet acre crosscutting than vould be required 

on the 1,900 level. Either level is approaching the 

economic limit of working the ore bodies froa the 

present sh&ft* It is the writer* s opinion that the 

extra level is justified and that below this level 

the ore should be worked through a vinze*

n eel* belotr e Level

The following table shows a comparison in 

approximate lengths of crow era 1 1 ing to the ore to 

intersect it at three different points on new four 

levels at 150 foot intervals belo* the 1,480 level.



m

!-'vr1 X-cut X-cut

" a i P o r t s.(. ne

1600

1750

1900

2050

Total

480

510

540

570

2100

Difference -

----

520

565

615

665

2365

265

---

N.21 0 30'E. 635 N.41 OE.

N.250 30'E. 690 N.42OE.

N.280E. 750 N.430E.

N.310E. 800 N.440E.

2875

775

510

The west end of the main ore zone is about the 

centre of the ore bearing section of the iron formation as 

it has been developed to date. Crooscuts to intersect it 

at this point entail a somewhat longer tram from the east 

end of the mine than a crosscut at the centre of the main 

ore shoot, but this is more than offset by the decrease in 

the tramming distance from the west end of the main ore zone 

and from the western G. d F. ore zones.

Crosscuts due north to the iron formation are 

undoubtedly the shortest but they are poorly situated to 

develop the main ore zone where by far the greatest tonnage 

of ore is contained at present. The only factor to influence
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Level 7-c :t ct-j 
ncrtn

T-cut *: intersect 
et wes* enc 
ore ?on*

Be-' rlnr 7-cut tc 
intersect 
centre of 
aa In ore zone

1600

1750

1900

2050

Total

Difference

480

510

540

570

2100

 

  

5PO

565

615

665

2365

265

  

O f\
H *^J ^lOtV CtJt^C V Jll P M

8*25 SO1 E. 690 V.42OB*

R.280E. 750 B.430K*
o o

H. SI E, 800 1.44 B*

2875

775

510

The vest end of the main ore zone Is about the 

centre of the ore bearing section of the iron formation as 

it has been developed to date* Crosscuts to intersect it 

at this point entail a somernat longer tram froa the east 

end of the mine than a crosscut at the centre cf the main 

ore shoo t y but this is nore than offset by the decrease in 

the tranalng distance froa the west end of the nain ore rone 

and from the western G* tt f* ore tones.

Crosscuts due north to the iron formation ara 

undoubtedly the shortest but they are poorly situated to 

develop the main ore zone where by far the greatest tonnage 

of ore Is contained at present. Tho only factor to influence



le date there is not much evidence le indicate that they are

increasing in volume with depth. It is therefore recommended

that the crosscuts on the new levels be driven to intersect

the iron formation at the west end of the main ore zone.

DEPTH POSSIBILITIES

General Statement

A study of the relationships of the ore to the 

iron formation and its behavior in the developed portion 

of the mine was made to determine, if possible, what changes 

were taking place from the surface to the 1450 foot level.
^

Information in detail regarding the ore on the 125 and 250 

levels is not complete, and on the lowest levels there remains 

a certain amount of work to be done before the shoots are 

fully outlined.

The only general conclusion reached was that the 

ore is definitely related structurally to the hanging wall 

of the iron formation and that when it leaves this position 

and swings over entirely to the footwall, it pinches out. 

This condition is shown by the D-l, the K-8, and 1910 ore 

bodies; each of these shoots faded out rapidly once they 

left the hanging wall, this condition does not hold in the 

instances where the mineralization extends completely across 

the iron formation from the hanging wall to the footwall.
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the plfcclr.f c' *n* crofSC'Jt. aue north TO-;!C b* tnr irvcre*afcg 

Importsncc frors e tonnage standpoint of tne F. uic G. tone. 

To date there Is not much evidence to Indicate that they are 

Increasing In volume *ith depth. It Is therefore recooaended 

that the crosscuts on the new levels be driven to Intersect 

the Iron formation at the west end of the main ore zone.

DEPTH POSSIBILTIES

A study of the relationships of the ore to the 

Iron formation and its behaviour In the developed portion 

of the mine was made to deters tne. If possible, what changes 

were taking place fro* the surface to the 1450 foot level* 

Information In detail retarding the ore on th* 125 and 850 

levels Is not complete, and on the lowest levels there remains 

a certain amount of work to be done before the shoots sre

full/ outlined.

The only general conclusion reached va* that the 

ore Is definitely related structurally to the hanging wall 

of the iron foraation and thet when it leaves this position 

and swings over entirely to the footwall, it pinches out. 

This condition is shorn by the &-1, the K-8, and 1910 ore 

bodies; each of these shoots faded out rapidly once they 

left the hanging wall. This condition does not bold in the 

instances where the oiner&lizf'tion extends completely acr'-ss 

the Iron form&tlcn from the nanging wall to the footwall.



The chiinpe^ l luit Ivtve ( rc^rrod i:- the l cm:'h.

wore tabulated (see table' and compared with the total 

gold in ounces contained in the minable ore shoots in the 

main ore zone. It was hoped thereby to obtain a factor 

which might be of assistance in postulating what to expect 

at depth below the 1450 level.

The tabulation showed a fairly uniform gold con 

tent from the surface to the 875 level, then a gradual 

decrease to the 1300 level, and the 1,450 level showed an 

increase over the 1,300 level. The area and amount of 

curvature of the iron formation followed somewhat the 

same variations but the length of the mineralized sections 

did not conform to these changes, and was more irregular.

The folowing is a summary of the conclusions 

reached from this study.

Favourable features for continuance of ore to depth

1. Apparently unchanged mineralogy and character 

of ore though 1,450* explored.

2. Persistence of belt of cross fractures con 

trolling ore from surface to 1,450' and 

persistence of ore shoots.

3. New ore bodies coming in to east at lower

levels to take the place of those petering out 

againest No. l Fault to the west on upper levels,
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?, .vo occ-rriKi i:. *,:.- u. t;th,

area, fnrt outline of the central iron fora-.ticn lens 

were tabulated (see table) and compared vith the total 

gold in ounces contained in the ninettle ore shoots in the 

ree.in ore zone. It was hoped thereby to obtain a factor 

which night bc of assistance in postulating vh&t to expect 

at depth below the 1450 level*

The tabulation shoved a fairly uniform gold con 

tent froa the surface to the 675 le?el, then a gradual 

decrease to the 1900 level, and the 1,450 level shored an 

increase over the 1,300 level. The area and amount of 

curvature of the iron formation followed somewhat the- 

same variations but the length of the miner ali ted sections 

did not conform to these changes, and was nore irregular.

The following is a suoo&ry of the conclusions 

reached from this study.

Favourable features for continuance of ore to depth

1. Apparently unchanged mineralogy end character 

of ore through 1,450* explored.

2. Persistence of belt of cross fractures con 

trolling ore fron surftco tc 1,450' and 

persistence of ore shoots*

5. Hew ore bodies coming in to east at lower 

levels to take place of those petering out 

egainst No. l Fault to the west on upper levels,



i. Persistence of ran i n lens c f i r^n 

: ' r"'; a li'.!' as tar fi: WH a k - w . r k'.-'.: .

5. Little change in essential geological

setting from surface to 1,400'. Porphyry 

is not encroaching much at west. Folded 

dragged iron formation to west has not 

changed importantly in character. Rake 

of ore zones is reasonably constant.

6. No markedly unfavourable geology or

diferent geology down rake of ore shoots.

7. Improvement on 1,450 level in length of 

ore and grade over the 1,300 level.

8. Recurrence of saddle in main iron formation 

lens on 1,100 level, and this feature 

becoming more marked on the 1,450 level. 

A possible recurrence of the favourable 

condition in the iron formation similar 

to that on the upper levels.

9. Increase in the length of mineralization

in the K-14(?) shoot over the K-13(?) shoot. 

10. Prallelism between the rake of the nose of

the drag fold in the iron formation in which 

L-3 ore body occurs and the dip of the No. l 

Fault zone, indicating a continuance to depth 

of the forces that produced these structural 

features.
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P --- r r l r t rt "i c f -' 3' l r. ' ?r. s : ' l rcr, 

foraati^:: ts ftr dorr fcs rrrned.

5. Little- change in essential geological

setting fron surface to 1,400'. Porphyry 

is not encroaching much at vest. Folded 

dragged Iron formation to *est has not
*

changed importantly in character* Rake 

of ore zones is reasonably constant*

6. lo markedly unfavourable geology qr

different geology do*n rake cf ore shoots*

7* Xaproreaent on 1,450 Itrel in length of 

ore and grade orer th9 1,700 ic*el.

B. Recurrence of saddle in aain iron formation 

lens on 1,100 level, and this feature 

becoaing aore marked on the 1,450 level* 

A possible recurrence of the favourable 

condition in the iron formation similar 

to that on the upper leyels.

9* Increase in the length of mineralitatlen

in the K-14(t) shoot over the K-13(T) shoot. 

10. Parallelism between the r&ke of the nose of 

the drag fold in the iron formation in which 

L-5 ore body occurs and the dip of the Ho* l 

Fault zone, indicating a continuanceto depth 

of the forces that produced these structural 

features.



I'nf avour.ibl r Features f r r Deth !'- i *-i hi ] i t i * (-

from the 87 S to 1300 level.

2. Decrease in volume of the iron formation 

in main lens; that is decrease in amount 

of potential ore making ground.

3. The average grade of ore mined has decreased

with depth. This to some extent is due Co 
*

minig of lower grade material which was not 

taken on the upper levels.

It is the opinion of the writer that the favour 

able features outlined atove more than balance the un 

favourable and that the persistence of the iron formation 

and of the ore to depth can be expected.

REVIEW OF UNDERGROUND DEVELOPMENT

General Statement

Underground development work has progressed 

steadily during the past 18 months. The shaft has been 

deepened from the 1000 foot level to the 1450 level and 

the main ore shoots opened up on these new levels.

Raising on the K, C, and B ore bodies has been 

completed from the 750, 375, and 1,000 levels and these 

ore bodies have been completely slashed out and are ready



16.

feature: 5cr Dci-t;. ^ Lill lii-s

1.

E*

Decrease in amount o.' total gold per 

froa the 675 to 1?00 level. 

Decrease in volume of the iron formation 

In main lens; that is decrease in amount 

of potential oro making ground. 

8. The ayer age gmde of ore mined has decreased 

with depth* This to some extent is due to 

mining of lover grade material which was not 

teicen on the upper levels.

It is th* opinion of the writer thtt the favour 

able features outlined above more than balance the un 

favourable and thbt the persistence of the iron formation 

and of tne ore to depth can be expected*

OF UBSRQROUHD

general Statement

Underground development roric has progressed 

steadily during the past 18 months. The shaft has been 

deepened from the 1000 foot level to the 1450 level and 

the aa in ore shoot opened up on these new levels.

Raising on the K, C, and B ore bodies has been 

coapleted from t ne 750, 375 and 1,000 levels and these 

ore bodies have been conpletely slashed out and are ready



f ."r f akinr, flown hacks prepara t f rv {': Mf. pi^i;. Lafc;.-;] 

i 't v ' i - i'":-. ''! tv i ! " t - ii' r i.- t'i,-v- ' "! t h-, li 1:.;':- ; : 'h'. 

main ore shoots on the 375 level east and on the 625, 

875, and 1300 levels west. The work east on the 375 

level failed to locate any ore but the work west on the 

625 level dev .loped the G-6 and F-6 ore bodies and in 

the 875 level the G-8 and a part of the F-8 shoot. The 

1300 W. Dr. located the possible downward extension of 

the G ore body and at the present time the face of the 

drift is near the downward projection of the F ore shoots.

Mill feed during the past 18 months has been drawn 

largely from the 1st, 2nd, 5th, 6th, 8th, and 10th level 

stopes, from development muck obtained from drifting 

and slashing on the main ore shoots on the 1150, 1300 

and 1450 levels, and, from raising In ore of which some 

2400 feet were accomplished.

At the present time ore reserves in the main ore 

shoots above the 5th level are scattered in small 

blocks pricipally as surface pillars above the stopes 

on the 1st level, as floor sills on the 2nd and 3rd 

level and in the C-5 and A-5 stopes. The total reserves 

above the 5-h level contain about 12,000 tons exclusive 

of the ore in the west G A F ore shoots and in D-l in 

the east.
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for tRkinf dorn bacKf. preparatory t, rt. r.lni. la 

development has been done beyond the limits of the 

a&ln ore suoots on the 775 level e*st and on the 625, 

675, did 1500 lerels west. The rork east on the 875 

level failed to locate any ore but the work west on the 

625 level developed the 0-6 and r-6 ore bodies and In 

the 875 level the G-8 and a part of the F-8 shoot. The 

1300 t. Dr. located the possible downward extension of 

the Q ore body end at tho present time the face of tho 

drift Is near the downward projection of the F ore shoots.

Kill feed during the past 18 months has been di^vn 

largely f rea* the 1st, 2nd, 5th, 6th, 8th and 10th ley el 

s topes, f rea development Buck obtained from drifting 

and slashing on the nain ore shoots on the 1150, 1ZOO 

end 1450 levels, and, from raising In ore of which some 

8400 fest were accoapllihed.

At the present time ore reserves In the main or* 

shoots above the 5th level are scattered in saall 

blocks principally as surface pillars above the stopes 

on the 1st level, as floor sills on the End and Srd 

level and In the C-5 and A-5 stopes* The total reserves 

above the 5th level contain about 12,000 tons exclusive 

of the ore in the vest O tt T ore shoots and In D-l In 

the east.



Below the 5th Irvrl , stoping has h*. 1 * r ccnf i *iod 

'-'•' Lin M h, Mh. ;i::r: i' *t h ! -. v. ! - /UK! i l h,i- v. -. 

nbout 1/2 the ere in the 6th and 10th levels and 

about 1/10 on the the 8th level. Since the beginning of 

milling in 1934 approximately 4 3/4 levels in the main 

ore shoots have been mined out.

Lateral development was done on all levels below 

the 250 level. A long drift was driven east on the 375 

level to explore the iron formation lenses east of the 

main ore shoots and on the 500, 625, 750, and 875, the 

east drifts were advanced to the No. l Fault Zone . On 

the 1,000, 1150, 1300, and 1450 the east drifts were 

carried through the No. l Fault Zone and explored the 

area to the east for distances of 250 to 300 feet and 

developed considerable ore in this area. To the west 

of the main ore shoots the west drifts on the 375, 625, 

875, and 1300 levels were advanced 600 to 800 feet in 

order to test the F.A G. ore shoots. On the inter 

mediate levels drifting west for distances up to 100 

feet was done to test the iron formation immediately 

west of the K and C shoots.
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tne 5th level, s* op In/: n'.s teen c ,-n ireti 

tc the 6th, Cth, anc 10th lcrels anc it fias reaoved 

about 1/i, the ore In the 6th and 10th levels and 

about 1AO on the 9th level. Since th** beginning of 

ailllng in 19M approxio&tely 4| levels in the o*in 

ore shoots hare been oined out*

Lateral development was done on all lerels below 

the 250 level. A lone drift was driven east on the 575 

level to explore the iron formation lenses **st of the 

main ore shoots and on the 500, 6E5, 750, and 875, the 

east drifts were advanced to the Mo. l fault Zone* On 

the 1,000, 1150, 1300, and 1450 the east drifts were 

carried through the Ho. l Fault Zone and explored the 

area to the east fer distances of 250 to 300 feet and 

developed considerable ore in this area. To the vest 

of the main ore shoots the west drifts on the 575, 685, 

875, and 1?XX) levels were advanced 600 to 800 feet in 

order to test the f. and 0. ore shoots. On the inter 

mediate levels drifting west for distances up to 100 

feet wes dene tc test the iron formation immediately 

vest of the K and C shoots.



The east drift was advanced t c within 100 

feet of the downward vertical projection of the creek 

fault. The drift explored the hanging wall of a strong 

lens of iron formation and systematic routine diamond 

drilling tested across the lens which has an average 

width of about 30 feet. The iron formation carries 

some cross fractures and scattered sulphides along the 

hanging wall but only a few low values were found. 

No indication of consistent values were obtained com 

parable with the results obtained in surface diamond 

drill holes Nos. 80, 81, 82, and 83, which gave 0.20/9', 

0.42/3.5', 0.14/3.5', and 0.10/4.5 feet respectively 

along the hanging wall of the iron formation at depths 

of from 50 to 60 feet below the surface.

A diamond drill hole No. U410 was drilled 

east from the face of the drift to test for the 

possible downward extension of Creek Fault. It cut two 

narrow lenses of iron formation in addition to the main 

lens and in between these lenses the hole traversed 

sheared and carbonated andesite. Creek Fault was not 

definitely recognized in the core but, as there was a 

small amount of lost core, the shear or gouge along the 

fault may have been represented in this lost portion.
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77C Level

The east drift was adranced t rithin 100 

feet of the downward vertical projection of the creek 

fault* The drift explored the hanging vail of a strong 

lens of iron formation and systematic routine diamond 

drilling tested across the lens which has an average 

width of about &0 feet. The iron formation carries 

sen* cross fractures and scattered sulphides along the 

hanging vail but only a few lo* values were found* 

Bo indication of consistent values were obtained com 

parable vith the results obtained in surface diamond 

drill holes Vos* 80, 81, 82 and 8S, which gave O.EO/9', 

0.42/5.5', 0.14/2.5', anfi 0.10/4*5 feet respectively 

along the hanging wall of the iron formation at depth* 

of froa 50 to 60 feet below the surface*

A diamond drill hole Bo. U410 was drilled 

east froa the face of the drift to test for the 

possible dornvard extension of Creek Fault. It cut two 

narror lenses of iron formation in addition to the main 

Ions and in between these lenses the hole traversed 

sheared and carbonated andesite* Creek Fault was not 

definitely recognized in the core but, as there was a 

small amount of lost core, the shear or gouge along the 

fault aay have been represented in this lost pofrtlon.



S';:- f ; :;,-. ^:a~'r^c' H r; l M P i: :\'.-^v t h' b r : r ir- -

* ' - - * l - * T '. * *' i *" , ' ; ". ' * . " ' *

1937 gave ne values. Therefore, further explcraticn 

eastwards on the 375 foot level beyond the present 

face of the east drift is not warrented.

West Drift

The 3 M.D.W. was advanced about 180 feet 

along a highly crumpled lens of iron formation. No 

values of interest were obtained. Diamond drilling 

south from the west drift has intersected the south 

body of quartz porphyry and it has indicated that the 

porphyry is slowly approaching the iron formation band. 

At 500 feet east of the present face the porphyry lies 

80 feet south and 75 feet from the face it is 52 feet 

south of the drift. At this rate the iron formation 

could extend another 600 feet westward before being cut 

off. This was not shown by the surface diamond drilling 

as the results obtained in surface hole 102 were inter 

preted as indicating that the north and south porphyries 

had joined ast (east?) of this hole which on rake lies approxi 

mately stratigraphically at the present end of the west 

drift. The newer interpretation from the underground 

work offers the chance of finding the iron formation, 

and consequently values, a considerably greater distance
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P'jrfrco dlaacn: drilling t. on,.; Ui- b. r^ :f Iron 

format!^ east of Ftult Creek during tae sunca.i r of 

19?7 gave no values. Therefore, further exploration 

eastwards on the 275 foot level beyond the present 

fcce of the east drift Is not warranted*

lest Drift

The 3 tt. D. K. was advanced about 180 feet 

along a highly crumpled lens of iron formation. Ho 

values of interest were obtained* Diaaond drilling 

south from the west drift has Intersected the south 

body of quartz porphyry and it has indicated that the 

porphyry is slowly approaching the iron formation band. 

At 500 feet east of the present face the porphyry lies 

80 feet south and 75 feet from the face it is 52 feet 

south of the drift. At this rate the iron formation 

could extend another 600 feet westward before being out 

off. This was not shown by the surface diamond drilling 

as the results obtained in surface hole 102 were inter 

preted as indicating that the north and south porphyries 

had Joined ast of this hole which on rake li*s approaci- 

oately stratigraphically at the present end of the west 

drift. The newer interpretation from the underground 

wor* offers the chance of finding the iron formation, 

end consequently values, a considerably greater distan ce



t.', the we v t ki;tr w .T- f or~* *-" v v r'-i c!- r c-' 1 r -. - i y*' . .
*

future date to explore the iron formation that presum 

ably lies ahead of the present face, or this explora 

tory work can be done on the 675 ft. level where the 

face is stratigraphycally at about the same position 

as on the 375 ft. level.

The F-3 drift was advanced southeast, a distance 

of about 400 feet along a very irregular and broken 

up lens of iron formation. About 110 feet southeast 

of the end of F-3 stope the drift intersected well 

mineralized iron formation carrying good values (G-3 

shoot) for a length of about 80 feet. About 180 feet 

southeast of the east end of G-3 shoot the drift 

located another section of iron formation mineralized 

over a length of 30 feet. This lens strikes about 

east-west and is folded back west by a sharp drag 

fold. This mineralization comprises the L ore body 

and the values in it were about ore grade over a 

length of 25 feet.

625 Level

West Drift

The west drift was advanced about 850 feet 

west from the west end of K-6 ore shoot. It traced
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tc t.*-; c -. rx-* *r.~r. rr.s fors^rij- c; nr.lcered ;.-?sible. 

Therefore, tr.e rest drift should be advanced at soae 

future date tt explore the iron forantion that presum- 

ably lies ahead of the present face, or this explora 

tory work can be done on the 675 ft. l enrol where the 

face is stratigraphlcally at about the sane position 

aa on the 275 ft, level.

The 7*3 drift was advanced southeast, a distance 

of about 400 feet along a very Irregular and broken 

up lens of iron formation. About 110 feet southeast 

of the end of F-S stope the drift intersected well 

mineralized iron formation carrying good values ((W5 

shoot) for a length of about 80 feet. About ISO feet 

southeast of the east end of (US shoot the drift 

located another section of iron formation mineralized 

over a length of SO feet* This leas strikes about 

east~*est and is folded back west by a sharp drag 

fold. This mineralization comprises the L ore body 

and the values in it were about ore grade over a 

length of f 5 feet* 

6P5 Level,

West Drift

The vest drift was advanced about 850 feet 

west froa the west end of K-6 ore shoot. It traced



the tin i P irc:^ frr--ntirr KTPC! with,, .it /ip^n , : \':^\--

the drift was carried southwest to develop a parallel 

band of iron formation lying about 70 feet south and 

which correlates with the F band on the 375' level. 

The drift showed this latter band to strike northwest 

for 250 feet where it changed strike to about east-west. 

The bedding in iron formation is highly contorted 

locally and the band pinches and swells considerably. 

Four well mineralized sections were exposed by the 

drifting with lengths of 30, 65, 60, and 65 feet. A 

raise was carried up to the 375 foot level on the 

mostly easterly mineralized section and it proved 

to be a downward extension of the G-3 ore shoot. 

Values of about l ounce were obtained throughout 

this raise. The backs have been taken down on the three 

F-6 shoots preparatory to stoping and values have been 

of good grade.

Diamond drilling east of the G-6 shoot has given 

values in the north side of a lens of iron formation 

over a length of 40 feet. These intersections will be 

explored in the near future by drifting.

The south body of quartz porphyry has been pene 

trated only by one diamond drill hole No. U-514, located
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tr.e iLlr. Iro;. .';. r-i-tl r lcr.c *it..-~u*v. t;.. rt-cUble

fer t of feet. At tnis point

the drift ras carried scutnvest tc develop t parallel 

band of iron format icn lying about 70 feet south And 

which correlates lith the F band on the 175* level. 

The drift shored this latter band to strike northwest 

for F 50 feet where it changed strike to about east-vest* 

The bedding in iron f or at t i en is highly contorted 

locally and the band pinches end swells considerably. 

Four well mineralized sections were exposed by the 

drifting rith lengths of 80, 65, 60 and 65 feet. A 

raise tras carried up to the 3575 foot level on the 

mostly easterly mineralized section and it proved 

to be the downward extension of the G-S ore shoot. 

Values of about l ounce were obtained throughout 

this raise* The backs have been taken down on the three 

7*6 shoots preparatory to stoping and values have been 

of good grade*

Diamond drilling east cf the G-6 shoot has given 

values in the north side of a lens of iron formation 

over a length of 40 feet* These intersections will be 

explored in the near future iy drifting.

The south body of quartz porphyry has been pene 

trated only by one diamond drill hole Ho. D-514, located



about M; O feet cast of t}-? nropo^t fore of

li- :o:t i.-.torvui? f r or, the west ::::t ir. 

oider to locate the porphyry contact and determine 

if it is encroaching on the iron formation similar to 

that on the 375 foot level. If the porphyry is found 

to lie over 50 feet south of the west face this drift 

should be advanced west in preference to the 375 foot 

level as the iron formation at this horizon carries 

more consistent mineralization and is wider and more 

continuous .

875 Level

West Drift         ^

The 875 foot level west was developed 

similarly to the 650 foot level; the drift was carried 

west along the hanging wall of the main iron formation 

lens for a distance of 300 feet, then south until it 

intersected the soutj iron formation band and then 

along this lens for a distance of 300 feet until this 

lens pinched out.

Teo mineralized sections were located in this 

south lens. -The first section gave 0.65 oz. over 6 1 for 

a length of 18 feet and represents the probable downward 

extension of the G. ore shoot. The second section lies
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about 5^ f*"t aa *t of the t re sent f A c* 5 f the *est 

(J rift. It is r*cosa*nde(J thst l holos be drilled 

south at 15 C foot Interrels frox the vest drift In 

order to locate tbe porphyry contact and determine 

if it is encroechiag cm the iron formation similar to 

thnt on tbe ?75 foot level. If tbe porphyry it found 

to lie over 50 feet south c f the west face this drift 

should be advanced rest in preference to the 875 foot 

level as tbe iron f cnw t ion At this horizon carries 

acre consistent mineralisation and is vider and mor* 

continuous*

Test Ifrifll

The 875 foot level west vas developed 

similarly to tbe 650 foot level* the drift vas carried 

vest aloaf tHe ****g1*t wall of the main iron, foram t Ion 

lens for a distance of TOO feet, then south until it 

intersected the sooth iron formation band and then 

along this lens for a distance of 300 feet until this 

lens pinched out*

Two mineralised sections vere located in this 

south lens* The first section cave 0*65 os* over 6* for 

a length of 16 feet and represents the probable downward 

extension of tbe 0. ore shoot* The second section lies



l BO fcM?t to the west and it averaues O."' 7 o?. over

i a t-:- S;T-,'. V:.,K c a K*. o: t.*.e sake of the T. sr.oots . Throe..' 

diamond drill holes have been drilled ahead of the face 

of the drift. One of them intersected a narrow band of 

iron formation on strike of the iron formation in the 

drift and the two of the holes cut a narrow quartz vein in 

green stone which carried values of 0.38/0.5 and 0.32/1.5 

feet. These two intersections line up with a due north- 

south strike and they represent the only values found 

to date in quartz veining away from the iron formation. 

The drift will be advanced to test these values.

The present face of the west drift on the 875 foot 

level, is about 350 feet from the downward projection 

of the western end of the F ore shoots on the 375 foot 

and 625 levels. It is recommended that the drift be 

carried at least this distance farther in order to test 

completely below the F. ore shoots. 

1,000 Ft. Level

East Drift

Development work done in the east drift 

completed the slashing out of the B-10 ore body, and 

stoping has been started on it as well as on C-10. 

The B-10 shoot extended to within 15 feet of the No.l
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180 feet to trir *est end it sv^rfcges C. r? o?., 

7.6 feet for a length of ?.fc feet. Tala latter ore shoot 

lies  oasnmat east of the rake of the F. ahoots. Three 

diaaond drill holes have been drilled ahead of the face 

of the drift. One of then intersected a narrow band of 

iron formation on strike of the iron formation in the 

drift and two of the holes cut a narrow quartz vein in 

greenstone which carried values of 0*58/0*5 and 0*S2A*5 

feet* These two intersections line up with a due north- 

south strike and they represent the only values found 

to date in quartz, veining away from the iron formation* 

The drift will be advanced to test these values*

the present face of the vest drift on the 875 foot 

level, is about &50 feet from the downward projection 

of the vefttsra end of the F ore shoots on the 575 foot 

and 625 levels* It is recommended that the drift be 

carried at least this distance farther in order to test 

completely boOLow the F* ore shoot s*
*

1,000 Ft* Leyel

Development work done in the east drift 

completed the slashing out of the B-10 ore body, and 

stoping has been started on it as well as on C-10* 

The B-10 shoot extended to within 15 feet of the Ho* l



Fault Zone, and the east drift was carried through

hanging wall and located cross fractures and mineral 

ization over a length of 160 feet. The fractures are 

somewhat widely spaced at the west but 100 feet of the 

zone will probably make ore of a grade of 0.35 oz. over 

a widthe of 8 feet. At the east end of the drift the 

iron formation pinches out and drifting was stopped. 

On the 875 foot level the east drift has not been advanced 

far enough to explore the upward extension of the 

mineralized zone on the 1,000 ft. level and it is recom 

mended that the 325 feet of drifting required to accom 

plish this purpose be done.

West Drift

The 10 M. Dr. W. Was advanced in the centre 

of the lens of iron formation for a distance of 160 

feet beyond the end of the C-10 mineralization and extensive 

lateral diamond drilling was done in an endeavour to 

pick up the downward extension of K-8 shoot. No mineral 

ization or values vp::e intersected on the level and a 

raise was driven up to the 875 level also with negative 

results except for the last few rcunds. It is, therefore,
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Ffaull -.ne., t.r,c 11.c eest drift ras ct-rriec thn ugh 

trie sae^rod greenstone and explored the east lens 

for a length of C90 feet. The drift followed the 

hanging wall and located cross fractures and mineral 

ization over ,a length of 160 feet. The fractures are 

somewhat widely spaced at the vest but 100 feet of the 

zone will probably make ore of a grade of 0.55 o z. over 

a ridth of 8 feet, it the east end of the drift the

iron formation pinches out and drifting v*J stopped.
east 

On the 875 foot level the/drift has not been advanced

far enough to explore the upward extension of the 

mineralised zone on tht 1,000 ft. level and it is reoos*- 

conded that the 325 feet of drifting required to aeeoa- 

plish this purpose bs done.

•eat Drift

fat 10 I* Dr. I. vas advanced in the ewntrr

of the lens of iron formation for a distance of 160 

feet beyond the end of C-IO aineraJLisation and extensive 

lateral diamond drilling vas don* in an endeavour to 

pick up the downward extension of X-6 shoot. Bo sUJieral-

ization or values were intersected on the level and a 

raise vas driven up to the 875 level also with negative
*

results except for the last few rounds. It is, therefore,



apparent that the K-8 shoot when it. migrated from tho

;. t;. ui.'. rt.- :rvc-i:-. t :. .t. n.- : -j:, .r,: avoMi u:. i o 

structural position for the formation of cross fractures 

and therefore the mineralization died out rapidly as 

soon as the shoot came in contact with the footwall. A 

similar condition exists in the D-l ore body on the 125' 

level where the mineralization apparently 'lies out just 

below the level after the shoot had migrated in a similar 

manner from the hanging wall at the surface to the foot 

wall at the 125 level.

1150 Level

The 1350 level was opened up by crosscutting 430 

feet northeast from the shaft to the main .-Iron formation 

lens and by drifting along it for 40 feet west and 525 

feet east.

East Drift

The east drift developed the C and B ore 

shoots west of the No. l Fault Zone and the D ore shoot 

east of the Fault. The iron formation was found to be 

cross fractured and mineralized from a point 40' east 

of the crosscut up to the No. l Fault and there is no 

appreciable length of barren material between the C S 

B shoots. Values were good grade throughout.
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  pperent that the K*ft thoot when It mlfrntod froit the 

banging well to the footwall of the iron fonafttion 

between the ^50 and 875 levels entered an unfavourable 

structural position for the formation of cross fractures 

and therefore the aineraliretion died out rapidly as 

coon as the shoot cave in contact with the footwall* A 

similar condition exists in the D-l ore body on the 125* 
level where the ninerallzation apparently dies out just 

below the lerel after the shoot had aigrated in a iiatlar 

manner froa tho banging vail at the surface to the foot- 

Tsll at the IPS level*

HSO Level

The 1150 level was opened up by crosscutting 420 

feet northeast froa the shaft to the main iron formation 

lens and by drifting along it for 40 feet vest and 525 

feet east*

Drift

Ine e* i t drift developed the C and B ore

shoots west of the Ho. l Fault Zone and the D ore shoot 

east of the Fault. The iron formation was found to be 

cross fractured and mineralized froa a point 40* *ast 

of the crosscut up to the Ho. l Fault and there is no 

appreciable length of barren oaterial between the C fc 

B shoots. Talues were good grade throughout*



East of the No. l Fault two sections of well

V ^

length of I ^ ( f e c-1 rxj.lored to c'.atc. Trier-'c- sect:. o:.;-; 

are 20 and 75 feet in length and they represent the 

downward continuation of the D shoots located east of 

the Fault on the*d,000 ft. level. In the longer shoot 

the iron formation is intensely cross fractured and 

the mineralization extends across the lens which has 

an average width of about 10 feet.

The face of the east drift is about 530 feet 

west of the downward vertical projection of the Creek 

Fault and at some future date the east drift can be 

advanced depending upon resul .s obtained on the 1000 

and 1300 level east drifts which it is recommended 

should be extended to the Creek Fault.

West Drift

At the present time no drifting west is 

warrented on the 1150 level. This area is being 

explored by the 1300 level west drift and until the 

results of this work are known the 1150 west drift 

can remain stationary. 

1300 Level

The 1300 level was developed by crosscutting 

55C Feet to the main iron formation band and by drifting 

along it for 750 feet east and 620 feet west.
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K.-.S-' of t ae Ko. l Fu:lt t*o sectiinf d *ei! 

Rlner&liz-ed iron formation fat ve been located In tne 

length of 190 feet explored to dttc. These sections 

are 20 and 75 feet In length and they represent the 

doifnrerd continuation of the D shoots located east of 

the F&ult on the 1,000 ft. level. In the longer shoot 

the Iron formation Is intensely cross fractured and 

the nineralifctticn extends across the lens vhicb has 

tn average rldth of about 10 feet*

The face of the east drift is about 5*0 feet 

rest of the dormrtrd vertical projection of the Creek 

Feu 1 1 tnd at soae future date the east drift can be 

advanced depending upon results obtained on the 1000 

and 1200 level east drifts vhlch it is rtcosntndtd 

should be extended to the Creek Fault*

West Drift

At the present time no drifting **st Is 

rarranted on the 1150 level. Shls area is being 

explored by the 1300 level west drift and until the 

results of this work are known the 1150 west drift 

can remain stationary*

The 1700 level was developed by crosscutting 

550 feet to the main iron formation band and by drifting 

along it for 750 feet east and 620 feet vest*



East Drift

shoot ovfi a ]t:,r;:.:. c! J l V fool ; inr-e-.:: a*. *: l y w*; '. c: 

the No. l Fault. The length and average width of this 

ore is somewhat less than on the 1150 level but 

the presence of good ore in the footwall of the present 

slashed out area of B-13 shoot and this will add appreci 

ably to the amount of ore in this shoot.

East of the No. l Fault the drifting has explored 

a lens of iron formation, 215 long and about 15 

feet in average width. This iron formation is weakly 

cross-fractured and mineralized throughout but it is 

probable that values of ore grade are present only 

in two short sections of a total length of 70 feet. 

These shoots are the extensions of the D-ll shoots but they 

are considerably smaller and lower grade.

The east drift was carried about 100 feet 

further through greenstone and near the present face 

it has again entered iron formation. Diamond drilling 

(hole No. U-571) ahead of the east face intersected 

mineralized cross fractures 60 and VO feet to the east 

and the drift should be extended to investigate these 

intersections. It is also recommended that the east 

drift be carried well beyond the position Of Fault Creek 

as exploration of this area at depth.
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E:; g t T.-1 f t.

The east drift developed trie C. one. B. ore 

shoot over a length of 215 feet iaiediately trest . f 

the Bo. l Fault, The length and average width of this 

ore is sotietrhat less than on the 1150 level but 

diamond drilling within the past few days has indicated 

the presence of good oro in the footwall of the present 

slashed out area of B-1S shoot and tais will add appreci 

ably to the amount of ore in this shoot.

East of the So. l ?i,ult the drifting has explored 

a lens of iron formation, 215 feet long and about 15 

feet in average ridtiu This iron formation is weakly 

cross-fractured and mineralized throughout but it i* 

probable that values of ore grade are present only

in two short sections of a total length of 70 feet*
of the 

These shoots are the extensions/I)-!! shoots but they

are considerably smaller and lover grade*

The east drift was carried about 100 feet 
further through greenstone and near the present face 

it has again entered iron formation* Diamond drilling 

(hole Ho* 0.571) ahead of the east face intersected 

mineralized cross fractures 60 end 70 feet to the east 

and the drift should be extended to investigate these 

intersections. It is also recomnonded that the east 

drift be carried well beyond the position of Fault Creek 

as exploration of this area at depth*



West Drift

A cross fractured mineralized section was located 

about HO feet west of the crosscut and it extended 

for 100 feet. Values of about ore grade were found over 

some 23 feet of this length. The remainder being low 

grade. This is an interesting occurence as mineral 

ization in this position below the C and K ore shoots 

is unknown on the upper levels. On the 1450 level 

this shoot is considerably stronger and better mineral 

ized.

At 450 west of the crosscut the west drift was 

carried southwest through sheared greenstone for a 

distance of 90 feet where it cut the south iron formation 

band at a point comparable to that cut by the west drift 

on the 875' level. Drifting has explored about 100 feet 

along the hanging wall of this band and extensive lateral 

diamond drilling has outlined a drag fold in the band 

and located the extension of the northern limits of the 

fold ahead of the face of the drift. The drift face 

lies out 220 feet east of the downward extension of the 

F. zone, and a total of about 600 feet of drifting re 

mains to be done on this level to completely explore 

across the projected downward extension of the F. zone. 

The downward extension of the G. zone has not been located 

on the 1350 level in the south band. ftllDl I^ATC?
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The rest drift *as driven for 450 feet 

along the hanging wall cf tho rsain iron forastion* 

A cross fractured mineralised section wes located 

about 110 feet rest of the crosscut and it extended 

for 100 feet. Yalues of about ore grade rere found cnrar 

some 25 feet of this length^ the remainder being low 

grade. This is an interesting occurrence as Qlnaral- 

ization in this position belo* the C end S ore shoots 

is unknown on tho upper levels. On the 1450 level 

this shoot is considerably stronger and better mineral- 

iced.

At 450 west of the crosscut the west drift was 

carried southwest through sheared greenstone for a 

distance of 90 feet where it cut the south iron formation 

band at a point comparable to that out by the vest drift 

on the 875* level. Drifting has explored about 100 feet 

along the hanging wall of this band and extensive lateral 

diamond drilling has outlined a drag fold in the band 

and located the extension of the northern liaits of the
s

fold ahead of the face of the drift. The drift fact 

lies out 220 feet east of the downward extension of the 

F. zone, and a total of about 600 feet of drifting re- 

mains to be dona on this level to completely explore 

across the projected downward extension of the F. zone. 

The dovmvard extension of the G. zone has not been located 

on tho 1?50 level in the south band.



The crosscut on the 1450 level was carried

cast for 250 feet about parallel to the band of iron 

formation adjacent to the porphyry. At this point 

the crosscut was turned and driven about north in 

andesite for 325 feet when it intersected main iron 

formation at a point where it was onlt 5 feet wide.

East Drift
was *

The iron formation where itVintersected 
by the crosscut was fractured and mineralized but values

were below ore grade in the east drift for about 40 feet. 

Here the band began to widen, was better mineralized 

and was of ore grade forming C shoot for the following 140' 

140'. A barren section of 40 feet intervened between 

the C and'.'B shoots and as diamond drilling indicat/d 

that the values in the B shoot were concentrated on the 

footwall, the drift was carried across and along this 

wall, and over a length of 40 feet developed a rather 

weakly fractured and mineralized section which, however, 

averaged 0.62 over l width of 7.1 feet.

It is a possibility that the B shoot on the 

next level below the 1450 level may prove to be weak 

judging from the behavior of D-l and K-8 shoots which 

faded out once they migrated definitely away from the 

hanging wall to the footwall of the iron formation.
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Th* crosscut on th* 145- ft. level *rs cnrriod 

100 f*et north through th** puartr- porphyry, which

entered the shaft above the IfOO ft. level, and then*- *

east for 250 feet about parallel to the band of Iron 

formation adjacent to th* porphyry* At this point 

the crosscut was turned and driven about north in 

andesite for 525 feet when it Intersected aa in iron 

formation at a point where it was only. 5 feet *lde,

Ihe iron formation where it was intersected 

by the crosscut was fractured and nine rail zed but values 

were belo* ore grade in the east drift for about 40 f**t. 

Here the band began to widen, was better mineralised 

and was of ore grade forming C shoot for the following 

140'* A barren section of 40 feet Intervened between 

the C and B shoots and as diamond drilling indicated
i

that the values in B shoot were concentrated on the 
footwall, the drift was carried across and along this 
wall, and over a length of 40 feet developed a rather 

weakly fractured end mine ra 11 ted section which, however, 
averaged 0.62 over a width of 7.1 feet.

It is a possibility that the B shoot on the 
next level below the 1450 level roy prove to be weak 
judging from the behaviour of D-l and K-8 shoots which 
faded out once they migrated definitely away from the 

hanging wall to the footwall of the iron formation*



200 feet along the hanging wall of the east lens of 

iron formation. Two well fractured and mineralized 

sections were found with a total length of 105 feet 

which are of ore grade. The face of the east drift 

is about 400 feet from the vertical downward pro 

jection of Creek Fault. The 1450' level east drift 

can be stopped for the present and advanced at some 

future date depending upon the results obtained in 

the proper exploratory drifting east on the 1300 ft. 

level.

West Drift

The 1450 M. D. W. had been advanced 270 feet.

The narrow iron formation at the crosscut intersection 

started to widen out 60 feet to the west, and at 120 

to 240 feet west of the crossout the iron formation 

was well fractured and mineralized. This area has 

not been completely developed as the drift for about 

40 feet was carried along the footwall in barren iron 

formation while a recent diamond drill hole has in 

dicated good values along the hanging wall north of 

this barren section. It appears from present infor 

mation that ore grade may probably be found over this 

120 feet. This is a decidely encouraging development.
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Ko. l Fault Lone t ne to d* le hts explore b length of 

COO feat felony tne hu^ing tkll o i the east ieos of 
iron formation. Two veil fractured and oiner&li&ed 
sections were found vith a total length of 105 feet 
v^ich are of ore grtd*. The face of the east drift 
is ebcut 400 f ecit from the vertical dovnt&rd pro**A.-

jecticn of Cree* Fault. The 1450* level east drift 

cun be stopped for the present and advanced at some 

future d&te depending upon the results obtained in 

the proposed exploratory drifting east on the 1300 ft* 

level*

feat Drift

The 1450 X. D* V. has been advanced 270 feet* 

The narrov iron foraatlcn at the crosscut intersection 

started to viden out 60 feet to the vest and at 120 

to 240 feet west of tho crosscut the iron formation 

vas veil fractured and olner aliied* This area bat 

not been coapletely developed as the drift for about 

40 feet vas carried along the footva.il in barren iron 

formation while a recent diamond drill hole has in 

dicated good v&lues along the hanging vail north of 

this barren section* It appears froa present infor 

mation that ore grade may probably be found ovor this 

ISO feot. This is a decidedly encouraging development*



or.

lines uj. iaii lv wi-11 with the Y. shoot.- or. the \:: j or 

levels, and it is, therefore, possible that after 

migrating to the footwall on the 875-ft. level and 

fading out, the K shoot is again picking up on the 

1300 level and becoming stronger with depth.

Since there appears to be a decided increase 

in length of the above mentioned shoot between the 

1300 and 1450 levels, the 1450 west drift should be 

carried at least another 250 feet farther west to 

test below the downward projection of a short mineralized 

section on the 1300 level. This letter section lines up 

with the rake of the G-shoots on the 375, 625 and 875 

levels but it is situated in the main iron formation 

band rather than in the south band. It may have been 

formed by the same structural control that gave G 

shoot but at depth this force has transferred its 

effect from the south to the main iron formation band 

as the rake of the fracturing is flatter than the 

plunge of the east end of the south band of iron 

formation.
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Tni? shoot in represented on the ISO' foot lerel 

but ?.t l* much shorter *nd weaker there. T^ils shoot 

linet up fairly well with the K shoots on the upper 

levels, and it Is, therefore, possible that after 
migrating to the footwall on the 875-ft. level and 

fading out, the X shoot IB again picking up on the 
1500 lerel end becoming stronger vlth depth*

Since there appears to be a decided increase 
in length of the a bore mentioned shoot between the 
1200 and 1450 levels, the 1450 vest drift should be 
carried at least another tSO feet farther vest to 
test belov the downward projection of a short mineralised 
section on the 1900 level* this latter sect i cm line* o? 
vlth the rake of the 0-shoots on the 875, 625 and 875 
levels but it is situated in the main iron formation 
band rattier than in the tooth bead*, It *ay h*** been 
formed by the same stmrtmral control that cave O

•K*-S[ ~- ' ' -
shoot but at depth this toree has transferred its 

effect from the south to the main iron formation band 

a* the rake of the fracturing is flatter than the 

plunge of the east end of the south band of iron 

formation*



Diamond Drilling

t *, l 5 : u T' f * r o n r i l l - ~ - * -

surfticc diamond dri

Claim No. of 
Location Holes

2000 
2001 
2019 9 
3397 
3398

79 12 
88

Near No. 
2 shaft 10

625 4

648 13

630 5

Total 53

11. ing was accomplished. 

Footage Purpose

1123 Assessment 
Work

Testing 
1222 lens of 

iron for 
mation east 
of Fault 
Creek

Testing 
No. 6 
Vein near 

1341 surface and 
tracing it 
east

Testing No. 
338 5 vein, south 

end Springer

Exploring 
3447 iron for 

mation in 
northeast 
section of 
claim

Testing be- 
1726 neath linear 

depression 
north of road.

9197 feet

Remarks

No. value s 
intersected

Scattered weak 
sulphide mineral 
ization in iron 
formation. 
No values

3 holes obtained 
values from 
0.24/7" to 4.0/48"

Quartz veining 
up to 2.6 feet 
in width. No values, 
clearing

Scattered low 
values in iron for 
mation near Pickle 
Crow boundary. One 
narrow quartz vein 
gave 2.18 oz./l.S 1

Strong shear zone 
intersected.
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Drilling

taring the past 18 aonths tbe following 

surface diamond drilling was accomplished.

Claim Ho. of
Location Holes Footage Purpose Remarks

POOO 
8001 
E019 
3397 
3S93

79
88

9 1125 Assessment 
Work

Ho values 
intersected

Testing
1B22 lens of 

iron for 
mation east 
of Fault 
Creek

Scattered weak 
sulphide mineral- 
isation lm Iron 
fonutlon*. 
lo valoes

Bear Bo
E shaft 10

Testing 
Ho* 6 
Vein near

1341 surface and 
tracing it 
east

8 holes obtained -: 
values from 
O.E4/7" to 4,0/4*0

625

648

Testing Ho* Quarts
5 T*ln,south np to C.6 feet
end Springer in width.Bo value)**
clearing

Exploring
5447 iron for* 

aation in 
northeast 
section of 
clala

Scattered low 
values in iron for* 
 at ion near Pickle 
Crow boundary* One 
narrow quarts rein 
gave E.18 os.yi.8*

6? O
Testing be- Strong shear sone 

17P6 neath linear intersected* 
depression 
north of road.

Total 9197 feet



drilling shows that generally the result obtained

Tbf ' i n l Y j r; t. o j' se- T* t .', \ '- r.

operation in and near the iron formation band in the 

northeast corner of claim 648. To the northeast 

scattered fair values had been obtained on the Pickle 

Crow property, and the drilling was done with the 

hope that comparable values would be found on Central 

Patricia ground. However, the few values obtained 

were generally low and scattered and none of them 

were of economic importance except a high assay 

obtained from an irregular quartz vein carrying a little 

visible gold. An attempt was made to check this inter 

section by detailed drilling in its vicinity, but none 

of the check holes obtained values.

(B) Surface drilling Proposed 

A study of the general geological map of 

the district by Dr. Thomson shows that the Albany, 

Pickle Crow and Springer veins all lie southeast of 

a marked depression that strikes northeast across the 

map area and passes across the Springer claims just 

north of the road. The veins are situated from 500
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Tr.ts tobcve B'JX't-'.ry c f ? v - r s ..rf? c" ^l".r. -nd 
drilling fiCT th i* generally In-1 r 3 suit i obtained 
rere disarraying* Th? only intersections of 
Interest were obtained in tbo vicinity of the Bo* 2* 
operation in and netr the iron fora at ion band in the 
northeast corner of claim 648. To the northeast 
scattered fair values h*d been obtained on the PiokJe 
Cro* property, md the drilling res dene rith the 
hope that coaparable values would be found on Central 
Patricia ground. However, the fer values obtr.ined 
vere generally loir land seattored and none of them 
were of economic import tnce except a high aitay 
oteined froB an Irregular quartz vein carrying a littl* 
visible gold* An attmpt was aade to cheek this inter 
section b}' detailed drilling in its vicinity, but none 
of the check holes obtained values*

8Qrfee y 1.17. la

A study of the general geological map of 
the district by Dr. thomson ahora that the Albany. 
Pickle Oro* and Springer veins all Ile southeast of 
c narked depression th*t strikes northeast across the 
map area and passes across the Springer claims just 
north of the road* The veins are situated from 500



a reasonable assumption that they arc related

beneath this linear depression. On the stasis of 

this assumption the area south from the fault over a 

width of about 2,000 feet is good prospecting ground. 

On the Central Patricia property, south of the 

projection of the fault on claims 626, 654, 655 and 636, 

greenstone outcrops are small and scattered, a small 

plug of sheared quartz porphyry, similar to that at the 

No. l mine, outcrops in this area, anc'. fi granite i,.ass 

lies to the southwest. These features make this a veiy 

interesting prospecting bet, and as all the outcrops 

have been examined, diamond drilling will have to be 

done to test it. A series of holes, as outlined in the 

table below, are recommended as a preliminary programme 

of exploration in this area.

Hole Claim Co-ordinates 
No± __ Location _ Latitude _ Departure _ Bearing _ Dip _ Length --
1. 626 6013 27,154 S. 30 0 335'
2. 654
3. 626
4. 627
5. 655
6. 655
7. 655
8. 636
9. 636
10. 636
11. 636
12. 676(?)

5910
6405
6273
5415
5490
4375
3780
3830
3800
3840
2890

26
26
25
25
25
25
24
24
24
24
25

,680
,532
,380
,490
,490
,355
,980
,975
,308
,308
,020

S.
S.
S.
S.
N.
N.
S.
N.
c-

N.
N.

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

550'
550'
450'
JOO'
450'
200'
545'
325'
500'
150'
470'
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to t,OOO feet touthe**t of th* depression nnc. It is 

a reasonable a s soap t Ion that they ere related 

structurally to a regional fault which lias buried 

beneath this linear depression. On the basis of 

this assumption tha area south from tha fault over a 

ridth of about 8,000 feet is good prospecting ground. 

On tha Central Patricia property, south of tha 

projection of the fault on olaiaa 626, 654, 655 and 626, 

greenstone outcrops ara small and scattered, a small 

plug of sheared quartz porphyry, similar to that at the 

lo* l mine, outcrops in this araa, and a granite maas 

lies to the southwest. these features make this a vary 

interesting prospecting bet, and as all tha cut crops 

have bean examined, diamond drilling will hare to be 

dome to test it* A series of holes, aa outlined in tha 

table below, are recommended as a preliminary programme 

of exploration in this area* -

Hole
1. "

2*
2*
4.*5*

6*
7.
e.
9*

10*
11.
12.

Claim

626
654
626
627
655
655
655
636
636
6Z6
636

6?6

Co-ordinates

6012
5910
6405
6272
5415 .
5490
4275
5780
2830
2800
2840

8890

r f*f mr^tf mf

87,154
86,680
86,528
25,280
25,490
85,490
85,255
24,980
24,975
24,308
24,208
25,020

i if-m '—mr-^mt

8.
8*
8*
8*
8.
I.
V.
8.
H.
S.
R.
V.

20
200
SO0
200
200
200

~200

200
200
200
300
200

225*
550*
550,
450 '
200*
450*
200*
545'
225*
500'
150'

470'



(C) Underground Diainond Drilling

 ' ' ' -. . ' i i .' ! , . ' * - ' -' ; . .

'iriil-Ki'J "i..::- :." -. ': .iuiiu isolith.l y ..it t;,e No. i oix.rut ; o.. 

during the past 18 months. At the present time two 

machines are employed, one on short routine, holes 

testing the formations adjacent to the ore bodies 

and the other on long exploratory holes north and 

south from the mine iron formation.

To date 5 long exploratory holes have been 

completed to depths of 550 to 650 feet. These holes 

were drilled from the 375 level, 2 holes from the 

east drift and 3 holes from the west drift. The 

drilling north and south from the east drift inter 

sected greenstone cut by a few shear zones, that from 

the west drift cut greenstone and bottomed in sheared 

quartz porphyry. No values of interest were found.

At the present time it is proposed to drill 

a hole south and noe north from the 1,000 level in 

the plane of the shaft. The south hole is being drilled 

from the shaft station and the north hole will be 

drilled from the west drift. Including the main cross 

cut a length of about 1,600 feet will be tested at 

richt angles to the strike of the formations. It is
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(C)

A total of about 1,800 feet of diamond 

drilling has been don* monthly at the Bo* l operation 

during the past 16 months* At the present time two 

machines are employed, one on abort routine holes 

testing the formations adjacent to the ore bodies 

and the other on long exploratory holes north and 

south from the mine iron formation*

To date 5 long exploratory holes hare been 

completed to depths of 550 to 690 feet* These holes 

vere drilled from the 879 level* 2 holes from the 

east drift and Z holes from the west drift* The 

drilling north and south from the ernst drift inter 

sected greenstone cut by a few shear zones* that from 

the vest drift cot greenstone and bottomed in sheared 

quarts porphyry* Vo raines of interest were fovnd*

At the present time it is propose? to drill 

a hole south and one north from the 1,000 level in 

the plane of the shaft* The south hole is being drilled 

from the shaft station taxi the north hole will be 

drilled from the vest drift* Including the main cross* 

cut a length of about 1,600 feet vill be tested at 

right angles to the strike of tha formations*- It Is



recommended that the long lateral holes bo drilled

- t - i : * c ', t * *" ," - . i t^ * i . ' '' '-. t" i r- f, " - * . i - -. y- n . .. . . ,- - J ' v -. vi t ^ t i ^ - . - ..- V. '. . . v* w . -w . . t, j i j, . . L A ,j l T. ^ . t t -" f , , : C

series in the plane of the shaft and one series at 

the west end of the mine workings. The results 

obtained from the drilling can be more accurately 

interpreted if the holes are confined to certain 

vertical sections rather than drilled at random.

NO. 2 OPERATION

The underqround work done at the No. 2 operation 

was examined. Stoping is in progress on the 3 levels 

and to date the tonnage and grade obtained have 

checked the values estimated from the original drifting. 

About 30 to 40 tons of sorted ore are being trucked 

daily to the No. l operation and milled there.

The lateral development on the 3 levels showed 

that the ore values were contained in a vein length of 

about 200 feet, and that there was a slight rake of 

the ore to the east. No increase in length of ore 

values is apparent on the lower levels, and the total 

gold content of the vein remains about constant.
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that the Ion* lateral holes be drilled
*

as nenrly as possible in three vertical planes, one 

series at the east end of the mine workings, one 

series in the plane of the shaft and one aeries at 

the west end of the nine workings* The results 

obtained from the drilling can be more accurately 

interpreted if the holes are confined to certain 

Tertleal sections rather than drilled at random*

- g

The underground work done at the Mo* E operation 

was examined* Stoping is in progress on the 3 levels 

and to date the tonnage and grade obtained have 

checked the values estimated from the original drifting* 

About 20 to 40 tons of sorted ore are being trucked 

daily to the lo* l operation and milled there*

She lateral development on the Z levels showed 

that the ore values were contained in a vein length of 

about 200 feet, and that there was t slight roke of 

the ore to the east* Ho increase in length of ore 

values is apparent on the lower levels, and the total 

gold content of the vein remains about constant*



Development of the vein at depth is warranted

:f l he st'.'j 1 : r.  ' '.r. : roarers c?:.* irises t c ':. ve ~\r-i\^r

sinking the shaft three or four more levels, cross 

cutting and drifting. The drifting, except on the 

bottom level, and any exploratory work attempted 

should only be done on the lowest level. There is 

no evidence available at present to indicate that the 

length of the vein will increase at depth, and, 

therefore, only that section of the vein on the down 

ward projection of the limits of the ore shoots in 

the present three levels should be developed on inter 

mediate levels.
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Deralopsmnt cf the rain t depth Is warranted 

if the stoping in progress continues to ci*e siallar 

results as obtained to date. This development will entail 

sinking the shaft three or four nore levels, cross 

cutting and drifting. The drifting, except on the 

bottom level, should be confined to about 285 feet 

on each level, and any exploratory work attempted 

should only be done on the lovest level. There la 

no evidence available at present to indicate that the 

length of the vein will increase at depth, and, 

therefore, only that section of the vein on the down 

ward projection of the liaxits of the ore shoot s in 

the present three levels should be developed on inter* 

aediate levels*



NOTES ON STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY OF CROW RIVER AREA

v"r-.:w riv.. r Art'a; Geo i. Map No. 4 -h, 
Ontario Bureau of Mines, XLVII, Pt. 3; 
Mine and Surface Maps, Central Patricia 
Gold Mines Limited.

Reasonably Supported Conclusions

1. Iron Formation present in several bands, 
interbanded with lavas. Evidence-Obvious 
from maps.

2. N. W. of Pickle Crow shaft, Iron Formation 

outlines a syncline overturned to S., and 

plunging N. at 50 0 - 60*. Evidence- can 

be read from map.

3. The Pickle Crow I.F. band swings from 

S. W. to S. near the Springer operation 

of Central Patricia Gold Mines. Evidence - 

Seen in field to swing and correctly 

related drag folds seen.

4. This structure (3) is probably a syncline. 

Evidence - Fragmental rocks lie to east in 

two bands. As these are the only large areas 

of these rocks on this part of the map, 

as there is no evidence elsewhere on the 

map of two bands of fragmentals; they are
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HOTS? 3K STP.7CTTJ.L GSQLOGT Qf CP.O? RIYg l? EA

Based On -

Crow Hirer Area) Gaol* lap lo. 47B, 
Ontario Bureau of lin* t, XLTII,Pt*3j 
Mine and Surface Maps. Central Patricia 
Gold Vines limited

Reasonably Supported Conclusions

l*

B*

Iron Formation present In sereral band a, 
In ter banded with l era s. Evidence - Obrloua 
frost maps.
V. V* of Pickle Crow shaft, Iron Formation 
outlines a syncline overturned to 8., and 
planting B* at 50 - 60O. jfjjfltttf - can 
be read froa map*

8* The Pickle Crov I* 7* band swings from 
B* V* to 8* near the Springer operation 
of Central Patricia Ooid Xinss. TfrHlftM ~ 
Seen in field to swing and correctly 
related drag folds seen*

4* This structure (8) is probably a syncline* 
BTidfMf - fragmental rocks lie to east in 
two bands* As these are the only large areas 
of these rocks on this part of the map, 
as there is no evidence elsewhere on the 
map of two bands of fragaentalsj they are



probably the sams band (or group of

5.

the N. W. band of fragmental rocks would do 

the same and join the two fragmental bands 

to the S. E. Drift areas would permit this. 

The available evidence therefore indicates 

the fragmentals are in a "U" facing open N.E. 

This is probably a syncline, because schist 

osity dips N. E. limb. Also dips are lower at 

E. edge of map on Kaw Crow Patricia 2445 M.C. 

Also D. D. H. on claim 630 cuts sediments tops 

south on south side of Pickle Crow fault. 

There is a fault extending N.E. up the draw 

just west of Pickle Crow shaft. Evidence - 

a) there is a syncline W. of Pickle Crow and 

one east. There is no room for an anticline 

between. Even if the Pickle Crow I.F. and 

the same, they cannot reasonably be made to 

form an anticline. A fault is the best inter 

pretation, b) There is a pronounced north 

east valley along the line of the supposed fault,
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40.

probably the same band (or group of 
ntrro* tends) folded on 1:self. At the 

I. 7. at Springer bends south it neems likely 

the 1. W. band of fragmental rock* would do 
the same and join the two fragmental bands 

to the 8* C* Drift areas would permit this* 
The available evidence therefore indicates 

the fragmental* ara in a *U* facing open I.X. 

This is probably a syncline, because schist 

osity dips I. B* on nose, and 8* B* limb is

wider than X* B* limb* Also dips are lower at
*,. 

B. edge of nap on Kaw Crov Patricia 2445 JUG*
-*r

Also D. D. H* on claim 680 cuts sediments tops 

south on south side of Pickle Crov fault 

There is a fault extending I.E. up the draw 

just vest of Pickle Crow shaft. 1*1 dent^ ^ 

a) there Is a syncline W. of Pickle Crow and 

one east. There is no room for an anticline 

between* Bran if the Pickle Crow I. F. and- 

the I. F. outlining the fold to the I. ara 

the sane, they cannot reasonably, be made to 

form an anticline. A fault is the best inter* 

pretatlon. b) There is a pronounced north 

east valley along the line of the supposed fault*



c) Drilling on Pickle Crow 745 M. C. indicates

6.

:\iui*. vi l Drilling on C. P. G. M. t-3i- showed 

a zone of schisting and 11 ft. of lost core 

about where the fault should be. I.F. located 

by dip-needling on Pickle Crow 730 M.C. may 

be rather the fault zone. It is in the correct 

position, e) I.F. displaced on S. end of 

Connell ground. (Map, P. 360, C. I. M. M. 

Bulletin, 1938). f) Heavy shearing in Diamond 

Drill Holes on Pickle Crow ground all along 

supposed position of fault. 

There is insufficient evidence to infer the 

direction and amount of holJ.zontal displace 

ment. The granite mass crossing the fault at 

its S. W. end has probably not been moved 

over 2,000 ft. left hand, and the I.F. on 

Cohen-McArthur 2071 M. C., has probably not 

been moved over 2,000 ft. right hand. 

Reason- In each case this would bring for 

mation opposite outcrop across the fault in 

which it does not appear.
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c) Drilling on Pickle Croi 74S U. C. indicate* 

a boas of porphyry to rt op at tne lino of the 

fault, d) Drilling on C. P. Q. X. 690 ahowed 

a zona of achlating and 11 ft. of lost core 

about where the fault should be* I* T. loeated 

by dip-needling on Pickle Crow 780 X* C* may 

be rather the fault rone. It la in the correct 

poaition* e) X* F. displaced on S* end of 

Connell ground* (lap, P* S60, C* X* M. X* 

Bulletin, 1958)* f) Heavy shearing in Diamond 

Drill Holes on Pickle Crow ground all along 

t opposed poaition of fault* 

there is insufficient lYldtaee to infer the 

direction and amount of ixnrisontal displace 

ment. The granite mass eronaing the fault at 

its 8* t* end has p^-obably not btoa more* 

over 2,000 ft* left hand* and the X* ** on 

Cohen-Xftlrthur 2071 X* C*, haa probably not 

been aored orer 2,000 ft* right h&nd* 

*taJUatt - In each caae this would bring for 

mation opposite outcrop across the fault in 

which it does not appear*



The vertical displacement must oe

the fault.

On present evidence of small horizontal 

displacement of fault the discordance of 

folded structures across the fault can 

best be explained by a vertical displace 

ment of the order to 7,000 ft. E. side 

down. In this reconstruction the Pickle 

Crow l.F. correlates with the outer I.F. 

of the syncline W. of Pickle Crow mine. 

(See structure section A/A). To be 

thrust fault, should dip west. 

A fault strike N. 55E. crosses entire map 

area West of Pickle Crow fault. This is 

called Big Muskeg Fault. It is left hand, 

has horizontal displacement of about 

15,000'. Evidence - it is necessary 

because; a) on Dona Patricia 2687, I.F. 

in a stong band strikes N.W. and cannot 

be picked up in outcrops 200 ft. away 

directly on strike across fault, b) Same 

claim, fragmentals strike directly into
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7. The vertical dlspl&cwisnt mist b*

considerable to account fer the di*- 

eordanoe of folded structures across 

the fault.

8* On present evidence of small horizontal, 
displacement of fault the discordance of 
folded structures across the fault can 
best be explained by a Tertioal displace 
ment of the order of 7,000 ft* X. aid* 
down* In this reconstruction the Piefcle 
Crow I. r. correlates with the outer 1*F. 
of the syncline W* of Pickle Crow ala** 
(0ee stjructure section A/A)* Tp be 
thrust fault, should dip vest*

9. A fault strike B*SSE* trosses entire nap 
area lest of Pickle Crow fault* this is 
called fiUJfcfcejLltMll- It is lett has*, 
has horicontal displacement of about 
15,000*. jfidfBM - i* is necessary 
because! a) on Dona Patricia 2687, Z. F. 
in a strong band strikes M. W. and cannot 
bs picked up in outcrops 200 ft. away 
directly on strike across fault* b) Same 
claim, fragmentals strike directly into



supposed fault and do not occur across it.

I. l . J i p needle located, strike directly 

into fault, do not appear beyond and do not 

seem to fit into structures to east. 

Supporting - a) Granite on C. P. G. M. 

2014 can be made to fit with granite on 

Roeanor 3403 (displacement 15,500') 

b) Folded I.F. structures near main C. P. U. M. 

operation will lie directly across strike from 

fold W. of Pickle Crow and might be made to 

reflect pattern of this fold, c) On Cohen- 

McArthur 2077 I.F. comes up to fault and is 

not shown across it. d) On Cohen-McArthur 

774 and 777, heavily carbonated lavas occur 

along fault (from map). Same thing on 

C. P. G. M. 2014 (Allen) e) Schistosity 

parallels (or nearly) fault on 777, 739, 735, 

2080, 2023, Against this however, is schistosity 

at a large angle on 3400 Roeanor, 2020, 2025. 

10. On the Big Muskeg Fault, the major movement 

commenced subsequent to granite intrusion, 

ceased prior to diabase dyke. Evidence - 

Displacements shown on map.
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supposed fcult i.n/d ir not - ccur acr is it. 
c) On Oro* River, EOfcfc *nu S08S, bands of 
I. F. dip needle located* strike directly 
into ft-It, do not appear beyond and do not 
seem to fit into structures tc east* 
Supporting — a) Oranite on C* P* O. y, 
2014 can be made to fit with iranite on 
Roeanor MCS (displacement 15,500') 
b) Folded Z. F* structures near Bain C* P* O. K* 
operation Till Ile directly across strike from 
fold V. of Pickle Crow and might be made to 
reflect pattern of this fold* e) On Cohea- 
MeArttmr 2077 Z* F. cooes up to fault and it 
not shown across it* d) On Coheo-OcArthur 
774 and 777, heavily carbonated lavas occur 
along fault (from map)* Same thing on 
C. P* O. X* 2014 (Allen) *) Schistosity 
parallels (or nearly) fault on 777, 729, 7355,

*

2080, 2023, Against this however, is schistosity 

at a large angle on 5400 Boeanor, 2020, 2025* 

10. On the Bif muskeg Fault, the major movement 

commenced subsequent to granite intrusion, 

ceased prior to diabase dyke* ftridencq - 

Displacements shown on nap*



11. There may be two faults northwest of the

Notes:

i.-.i s t. Evidence - Map. They .ire also i t: f t 

hand, but small.

A possible explanation of the right 

hand through where the diabase crosses Big 

Muskeg Fault might be as follows: Fault
t*

Creek Fault, and the one between it and 

Big Muskeg fault are both of the same origin 

and nature as the latter, and the total dis 

placement on them is comparatively small. 

The dyke came in when left hand relief of 

stresses was nearly complete. In all three 

faults they were first left haud faulted, a 

moderate amount. When stress causing left hand 

faulting was completely relieved, relaxation took 

place. Reasonable to suppose greatest re 

laxation was in fault with greatest displace 

ment (Big Muskeg). In all three faults a 

final right hand faulting of dike occurred 

but only in Big Muskeg fault was this great 

enough to cancel original left hand movement 

and show a final right hand displacement.
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11. Tnere may b* two fsvlts northwest of the 

Big Muskeg Fault and also trending north 

east. Evidence - Hap. They are also left 

bandy but saall.

Hotel A possible explanation of the right 

hand through where the diabase crosses Big 

ttusiieg Fault aight be as follorst Fault 

Creek F&ult, and the one between it and . 

Big Muskeg fault are both of the 5aae origin 

and nature as the latter, and the total dis 

placement on them is cooparatirely small* 

The dyke came in vhen left hand relief of

stresses was nearly complete. In all threv
first 

faults they were/left hend faulted, a otodarat*

aaount* thai stress causing left haad faulting 

was coapletely relieved^ relaxation took 

place* fieasonable to suppose greatest re* 

laxation was in fault rJith greatest displace 

ment (Big Uu3keg)* In all three faults a 

finsl right hand faulting of dike occurred 

but only in Big Xuskeg fault was this great 

enough to cancel original left hand movement 

and show a final right hand displacement*



T?, f r r. di-il'ir.p dvk* rur,'::.-: '.. h', .ir-f-:--

N. W. tremhny fault. Evidence - a) Contacts 

do not match across it; I.F. on claims 73 

and 72; agglomerate on claims 85-88; 

I.F. on claim 88. The direction of movement 

is not clear. It may be right hand.

13. The area between the C. P. G. M. mine and

Big Muskeg Fault is one of intricate folding, 

relations of which are not now clear. 

Evidence - Map, plus Byers geology.

14. The sediments on Gateway Pat. claim 2188, 

2199 probably lie lower in the geological 

section than any other rocks in the area. 

Evidence - Do not occur elsewhere in area. 

Occur below I.F. and no other I.F. at top 

of section (C. I. M. M. Map, p. 360) S.E. 

of Pickle Crow fault.

From the above evidence, the following geological 

table of formations with youngest at top fits the known 

facts and seems most likely. The bottom part is not 

known.
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i:. Thr* diabase dyke r^nnin, B. ". across

western J. r. G. *. ground lius In tn old 

H. W. trending fault, ^r^donoe a) Contacts 

do not match across It j I. F. on claims 73 

and 7?; agglomerate on claims 65 and 68} 

I. F. on claln 68. The direction of movement 

Is not clear. It acy be right hcnd. 

15. The area between the C. P. C. H. mine and

Big muskeg Fault Is one of Intricate folding, 

relations of which are not nov deer. 

frj-dence - lop, pitts fibers geology. 

14. The sediments on Gateway Pat* claim 2188, 

2109 probably Ile lower In the geological 

section than any other rocks In the area* 

Byjjdence - Do not occur elsewhere In area. 

Occur below I. F. and no other X. 7. at top 

of section (C. I. K. V. lap, P* MO) 8. B. 

of Pickle Crow fault.

Proa the above evidence, the following geological 

tablo of formations with youngest at top fits the known 

facts and seems zaost likely. The bottom part is not

known.



'-.t o ri r PC. J V 1 f -'.- - Vi i.- r~ r ,,-.:

/\c:q j orvic. l air 

Greenstone "

Iron Fromation Series

Greenstone " 

Graywacke formation

Greenstone (?)

raw Crow, Bc.,'::.ar J; !,W;.'icga 

S.E. Kaw Crow, Springer, 

E. of P. C.

Springer, P.C. Albany R., 

Central Patricia 

Pickle Crow, Springer 

2,000 ft. S.W, of Pickle 

Crow Shaft.

From the preceding evidence the following idealized 

forces may have been operative. ^

fA , 6"\- x
\ o/ .

A.Folding period- 
Slight shearing 
couple causing 
drags on folds c.f. 
75,77,738 M.C.

S \'
/ f

rJ
B.Faulting period 

N-S compression 
plus shearing 
couple

C.Relaxation
(tension) period. 
Reverse motion 
on faults.
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Orien.5inne Forl* - SLf.v Cro> *

-e 

Greenstone *

Iron Form&tlon *

.*". V.-'"'- - ;; '.'

Greanston* * 
y^acJw forsuxtlon

(T)
fro* the preceding 
forots aay h^T4 been

X

Sight
couple
driiga on folds c. f*
75, 77, 750 K.C.

S. E* Rt* Grcr 
B* of F. C. 

Springer, P. C., ^Ibauy B*,
Contra l Pet rio la 

PicKle Cror, Bprlngtr
c,coo rty s,t. of

Crow

th* follorlnc

/ si/X''f
period 

K-S coapression 
plus shearing 
couple*

(tons ion) per lcxJ 4 
Rererse motion 

on faults*



J&veJ A Zone B t J Zone C ft K Zone

IPS'

850'

575'

500'

625'

750'
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Location:
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Crow River, Onta t i o

No further work should be done on l he p J j;, e. r t. y j l 
present.

When Pickle Crow develops more extensively the vein 
occurring close to the northeast corner of their 
property it may be apparent that this vein structure 
occurs at depth on our claims. If there should be a 
reasonable possibility of this condition several 
deep holes should be drilled along the west boundary 
of the Company claims. However, no work of this kind 
should be undertaken without further, precise infor 
mation as to the occurrence of the Pickle Crow "north" 
vein.

The eastern half of the Company claims has not been 
prospected, There are almost no outcrops in this 
section and the ground has not been tested by drilling, 
"allowing out the Company policy of testing all ground 
considered to have favourable geology, a limited amount 
of prospect diamond drilling should be done in this 
area next season. There are no reasons for believing 
ore-bodies to occur in this section other than the 
general geology is favourable.

The Central Patricia East Claims, No's. 641,642,643, 
and 645, are situated about 6 miles northeast of the 
Mine, adjoin and are east of the Cohen-MacArthur claims 
and are immediately north of the Albany River property. 
The Crow River runs through the property and the 
original Albany tote road runs south from the Crow 
River along the west boundary of the claims to the 
Albany River mine.

Work Done on the Claims:

During the summer of 1941 old trenches on the property 
were cleaned out and sampled. Following this work 
8,049 feet of diamond drilling was carried out on the 
western half of the claims. This work is shown on the 
accompanying plans. Sampling of the trenches gave no 
gold values. Only one low value of 0.03 ounces per ton 
in hole E9 was obtained by the drilling. This inter 
section is described below.

DUPLICATE COPY
POOR QUAUTY ORIGINAL 

TO FOLLOW
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Location:

Vl c further '--or!-: should b-- done on the rrc-erty -1 
present.

When Pickle Crov develops nore extensively the vein 
occurring close to the northeast corner of their 
property it mey be apparent thnt this vein structure 
occurs at ueptb on our claims. If there should be a 
reasonable possibility of this condition several 
deep holes should be drilled along the vest boundary 
of the Company claims. However, no work of this kind 
should bs undertaken without further, precise infor 
mation as to the occurrence of the Fickle Crow "north* 
vein.

The eastern half of the Company claims has not been 
prospected. There are almost no outcrops in this 
section and the ground has not been tested by drilling* 
Following out the Company policy of testing all ground 
considered to have favourable geology, a limited amount 
of prospect diamond drilling should be done in this 
area next season. There are no reasons for believing 
ore-bodies to occur in this section other than the 
general geology is favourable.

The Central Patricia East Claims, No's. 6*^1, 6U2, 
and 6U5, are situated about 6 miles northeast of the 
Mine, adjoin and are east of the Cohen-KaoArthur claims 
and are immediately north of the Albany River property. 
The Crow RlV3r runs through the property and the 
original Albany tote road runs south from the Crow 
River along the west boundary of the claims to the 
Albany River mine.

v'ork Done on the Claims:

During the sumner of 19*11 old trenches on the property 
were cleaned out end sampled. Following this work 
?!,C49 feet of diamond drilling was crrried out on the 
western half of the claims. This work is shown on the 
accompanying pltns. Sampling of the trenches gnve no 
rold values. Only one low velu*? of 0.03 ounces per ton 
In hole E9 was obtained by the drilling. This inter 
section is described below.



Geology;

The clanr.s are under l ri :n 
^alattd with r'lr^r a:r,our:
and i j or, f or:i,at ion. Thetc rocks art- intruded Ly 
dykes of quartz porphyry and lamprophyre. The 
sediments and volcanics have been sheared and carbo 
nated, and contain considerable quartz as short, 
discontinuous lenses up to two feet wide. Some 
lenses contain small amounts of pyrite and 
pyrrhotite. No persistent quartz vein was located. 
No gold values were obtained in sampling the quartz 
lenses, either in the trenches or in drill core.

Most of the iron formation occurs on claim 645. 
This section was tested by Holes E9 and Ell. Much 
of the iron formation intersected has been fractured 
and contains veinlets of quartz and carbonate, and 
pyrite, pyrrhotite and chlorite. Only one gold 
value, where assays of two halves of the core checked, 
was obtained. This intersection was in hole E9, from 
510.5 to 512.5 feet core length ran 0.03 ounces per 
ton. This intersection was a band of iron formation 
containing considerable pyrite and introduced quartz 
with fine thread-like stringers of chlorite.

Because of the very poor results obtained it is felt 
that sufficient work has been done on the western 
half of the claims.

Central Patricia, Ontario 
November 24, 1941.

A. W. Johnston 
Geologist

DUPLICATE COPY
POOR QUALITY ORIGINAL 

TO FOLLOW
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c l t-. .. v'it; ri nor a r. ur.l: ; of "U' r',."lle, -re-", .y.e 
^n . Iron forr.r lion. Th'-ne rocks r.rc Intruded r, y 
dyk^e of qu-rtz : orr^'T" nnJ la'.prorhvre. The 
sediments and volcanics h' ve been sh'jarel nna c* rbo- 
n^ted, and contain considerrble quarts as short, 
discontinuous lenses up to tvo feet "ide* Some 
lenses contain small amounts of pyrite, end 
pyrrhotite. No persistent quartz vein was located. 
!Jo gold values were obtained in sampling the quartz 
lenpes, either in the trenches or in drill core.

f'ost of the iron formation occurs on claim 
This section was tested by Holes E9 and Ell. Much 
of the iron formation intersected has been fractured 
and contains veinlets of quartz and carbonate, and 
pyrite, pyrrhotite and chlorite. Only one gold" 
value, where assays of two halves .of the core checked, 
was obtained. This intersection was in hole E9, from 
510.5 to 512.5 feet core length rt*n 0.03 ounces per 
ton. This intersection we a band of iron formation 
containing considernble pyrite and introduced quartz 
with fine thread-like stringers of chlorite.

Because of the very poor. results obtained it is felt 
that sufficient work has been done on the western 
hr?lf of .the claims.

A. v. Johnston 
Geologist

Centrrl Patricia, Ontario. 
November 2^, 19
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Central Patricia Gold Mines, Limited
i So t'ritonal

Report of the Directors
To the Shareholder*, 
Central Patricia Gold Minei, Limited, 

(No Personal Liability)
Your directors submit herewith for your consideration their seventeenth annual report of the 

affairs of your Company, together with the balance theet a* at list December, 1949, the statement of 
operations for the year ended that date and thr report thereon by ymir auditors.

Your Company mined and treated 145,871 tons of ore during the year, yielding gold and silver 
to the value of p l,363,242.96. Before provision for uxes, depreciation and outside exploration, net 
earnings for the year were #335,864.03, including estimated amount of cost aid under The Emergency 
Gold Mining Assistance Act of ill2,043.44 and investment and other income of #33,529.90. Estimated 
Mining and Income Taxes for the year amount to #19,500.00. Provision for depreciation of plant and 
t quipment amounting to #110,478.39 and outside exploration and expenditures on claims and options 
now abandoned aggregating #7,879.88 have been written off, leaving a net profit for the year after all 
charges of #198,005,76, of which #1)0,000.00 was distributed during the year in dividends and the balance 
of #48,005.76 has been added to earned surplus.

You will note from the balance sheet that your Company's current position, consitting of current 
and working assets of #1,767,037.01 as compared with current liabilities of #109,923.89, or net working 
assets of #1,657,113.12 compares with net working assets of #1,462,383.54 the previous year.

Ore reserves as at 3!st December, 1949, aggregate 114,500 tons having an average grade of .30 
ounces gold to the ton as compared with 254,868 tons of an average (trade of .32 ounces gold reported 
one year ago.

Sinking of a winze from the 3400 foot level in the "A* ore xone was commenced during the year 
and at the end of the year the 3550 foot level had been reached and the station was being cut. This 
winze will be sunk to the 4000 foot horizon to establish four new levels to explore and develop the "A" 
zone. You will note from the Manager's report that exploration on the 3400 foot level has disclosed 
a new orebody occurring in the "C 1 iron band and having on this level 113 tons per vertical foot g. iding 
0.26 ounces gold per ton. Work is now in progress to locate this ore on the 3100 foot level, and diamond 
drilling has indicated the ore at a depth of 150 feet below the 3400 level. When the present shaft 
sinking program has been completed it is planned to deepen the first winze from its present bottom at the 
3400 foot level to the 4000 foot level to explore this area of the mine. The recurrence of ore in the "C" 
iron band is encouraging, but the size and grade of the present lens is disappointing. The currently 
high operating costs and the increasing cost of mining at greater depth indicate that better grade and 
more ore per level is required to maintain profitable operations.

Surface exploration on the main properties consisting of magnetometer surveys and diamond 
drilling was continued during the year, and further work is planned to explote fully the Company's main 
properties.

On the Kapkichi Lake claims, owned jointly by your Company and Con we 11 Exploration Company 
Limited, the anomalous areas indicated by geophysics! surveys were tested by diamond drilling, but to 
date no values of importance have been found.

In accordance with your Company's exploration policy, a number of properties were examined 
during the year and this policy will be continued.

Mr. Donald B. Angus, the Mine Manager, has reported more fully on the operations for the year.
The Board wish to express their appreciation of the loyal and efficient services rendered the 

Company by the Manager and his naff.
On behalf of the Board,

F. M. CONNELL, President. 
Toronto, Ontario, 
29th March, 1950.



Central Patricia Gc

ASSETS
Current and Working Aaaetsi 

Cash in banks and on hand 
Bullion ————————————
Investment in marketable securities at cost (market value at 

December 31 1949, fl,275,951) _________.—™™
Accrued interest on bonds -———-———-—~—™™™—..™—.™.
Estimated amount recoverable under Emergency Gold Mining 

Assistance Act ——————————————————————————_
Accounts receivable and advances —__—.-~——.—™.__,,—...__
Province of Ontario 3^. bonds, due November l, 1965, deposited 

with Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario re power 
contract—cost ————————————————————————————™.

Inventories of stores and supplies, as determined and certified by 
the management and valued at laid-down cost ........................ .

Preoaid charffes _ _____...-_ .-.—™ _ — ... ..r *......^~— .~. —- ~**.H-~M.~..M.~...*............. . . ....... .....* .. -..

Fixed J
Buildings and equipment at cost —.————....^..M..^.................—.......

Less reserve for depreciation —......--............................................

Mining claims and property at the par value of the shares issued in 
payment therefor plus subsequent additions at cost ..................

Discount on capital stock ——————————™..............................—.......

Sundry:
Investment in and advances to Lake St. Joseph Transportation

Coir.pany Limited __.____.____._______._._.—.,. 
Investment in other mining companies at cost less reserve and

amounts written off ._._________..._............__..............
Expenditures on outside mining claim*—deferred ........~~................

15,620.89

5,495.56
26,985.47

1 No Ptnom 

i .,-id,r ih

BALANC1
as at Deceml

237,427.79
61,234.83

9J2.J48.28 
1,984.88

64,826.43
30,894.67

24,937.50

388,628.23 
4,754.40 ^ 1,767,037.01

1,764,782.26
1,506,999.37

257,782.89

591,267.77
1,234,299.85 2,083,350.51

48,101.92

3,898,489.44

AUDITORS' REPORT TC
We havt tiamined tht balanc* *ht*t of Ctnlral Patricia Gold Mints, Limhtd (No PC 

for tht year tnd*d on that daw. In connection therewith wt made a general review of th* *o 
the accounting record* of the company. All our requirement* a* auditor* have been complied ' 

We report that in our opinion the above balance sheet and the related statement* of - 
the state of the company's affair* at Drcember 31, 1949, and of the reiultt of it* operation* l 
thown by the bookt. - \
Toronto, Canada, 
March 15, 1950.



Mines, Limited
Liability)

atario Companie* Act)

•••HVHMB

SHEET 
31 1949

LIABILITIES
Currents

Account* and wagei payable and accrued charge* 
Reserve for mining and other taxe* ...

Capiul and Surpiuts , 
Capital—-

2,500,000 share* of ?1 each, authorized and isiued 
Earned surplus account ,_ .~..—.,-...,--....,....i..,-rr—-_.........

97,92)49

12,000.00 J 109,923.89

2,500,000.00
1,2*8,565.55 3,788,565.55

3,898,489.44

l THE SHAREHOLDERS
onal Liability) at at December 31, 1949, and th* itatcinenu of operation! and earned turplul 

Lunttng method* and, without making a detailed audit of th* transaction*, **a3uned or teti*d 
|th.

idont and earned turplut have been drawn up to at to exhibit a tru* and correct view of 
th* year, according to th* beet of our information and th* explanation* given ut and at

CLARKSON, GORDON K CO,
Chartered Accountant*.



Central Patricia Gold Mines, Limited
frrn-na!

STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS 
For the Year Eroded December 31, 1949

Production
Less bullion marketing expense*

Operating Costs and Expenses:
Surface exploration ————~-——~————. 
Underground exploration and development 
Mining —————————————_______ 
Milling —
General expense at tear,'. 
Administrative expenses

Profit on operations

Add estimated amount recoverable under the Emergency Gold Mining 
Assistance Act -~—-~——-----™-——-——™-™™—~—.^——^^™.

Add other income:
Dividends and interest earned .-—™—-—-.—™.-™-——-™—™-—™™ 
Profit on sale of fixed assets ——________-_——-.

Provision for mining and income taxes ___~_._.__.____.._.__

Profit for the year before outside exploration and provision for 
depreciation ——————————————————————.—————.^...—^.^

Deduct:
Outside exploration ___________._________________.,— 
Depreciation on buildings and equipment ._.___-__..___.___.

Net profit for the year ———.————————...———————__—————._..

J 48,067.52
179,942.87
620,729.82
171,453.35
97,328.93
43,163.65

33,489.90
40.00

t 7,879.88 
110,478.39

1,363,242.96
12,266.13

1,350,976.8?

1,160,686.14 

190^90.69

112,043.44

33,529.90

335,864.03
19,500.00

316,364.03

118,358.27

198,005.76

STATEMENT OF EARNED SURPLUS 
For the Year Ended December 31, 1949

Balance at credit December 31, 1948 ™

Add:
Net profit for the year _______............._.___._. #198,005.76
Portion or reserve for taxes on income provided in prior years and

not now required ——_______——_—.—..———~.___..__ 13,707.32

Less interim dividend of 6*" per share ——-. 

Balance at credit December 31, 1949 ___._._-

1,226,852.47

211,713.08

1,438,565.55
150,000.00

1,288,565.55



Central Patricia Gold Mines, Limited
(No Ptrtonal Liability)

Report of the Manager

Mr. F. M. Connell, President,
Central Patricia Gold Mine*, Limited, 

(No Personal Liability)

I submit herewith report of operation* at your property for the year ended 3 Ut December, 1949.

Production!
The mill treated 149,871 ton* of ore from which wai recovered 37,712.128 ounces of gold and 

3,172.19 ounces of silver valued at ^ l,363,242.96, an average recovery of 0.299 ounce* of gold or ^9.35 
per ton, representing 94.33^ of the calculated mill heads.

The average milling rate was 400 tons per day compared with 38) tons per day during the previous 
year.

Exploration and Development t
Drifting ...^.......... .....™............................m.._......_ 2,579 feet
Raising .................................................................———..— 1,863 feet
Shaft Sinking ...................................................^..........^..... 152 feet

Sinking of the second internal winze from the 3400 to 4000 foot level was started toward the end 
of the year. Four levels will be established to develop and explore the "A" orebody and the eastern 
section of the mine.

Drifting west on the 3400 foot level located a new ore zone in the "C" iron band. The body 
designated as the "U" orebody has an indicated tonnage of 113 tons per vertical foot, or 19,500 tons 
per level grading 0.26 ounces per ton. Drifting towards the upward extension of this zone on the 3100 
foot level was well under way by year end. Diamond drilling below the 3400 foot level intersected the 
downward extension 150 feet below this level. Deepening of the first winze to the 4000 foot level will 
commence on completion of the present sinking program. This will establish four levels to develop the 
"U" orebody below the 3400 foot level and explore the western area of the mine.

Ore Reserves:
Ore reserves totalled 114,500 tons grading 0.30 ounces gold per ton compared with 254,868 tons 

grading 0.32 ounces per ton at the end of 1948.

Ore estimate* as of 31st December, 1949, were as follow*:
Tons Grade 

Developed Ore ...........™...............................—.... 77,893 0.30
Probable Ore ^...........^..^............—.........-..—.... 20,120 0.26
Pillar Ore __......................... ............................... M 4,300 0.46
Broken Ore ...____.............................._.......- 12,187 0.32

Until the present sinking and development program is completed tonnage milled during the 
forthcoming year will be materially reduced due to lower ore reserve* and fewer working place*.



Costs:
oMipariicn of com on the basis of ore milled follow*:

I94Q
Suri.T.c l xp'oration JO.^J 
Development and Exploration . ........ 1.23
Mining ..................- ..........................,.......— 4.25

Bullion Expense ________________ 0.08
General Expense at Mine ————————— 0.68
Administration Expense ————————— 0.30

Provision for Dominion, Provincial and
School Ttxe* ——————————————

Provision for Depreciation ————————

104'

10.10
1.05
4.43
1.06
0.10
0.63
0.25

S iV63
2.67
4.49
1.25
0.09
0.91
0.4J

J 0.25
1.34
4.30
1.17
0.13
0.92
0.43

*7.73 |10.49

0.15
0.68

0.61
0.56

Diamond Drilling t
Underground Exploration 
Surface Exploration ———

0.94 

Jll.43

12,473 feet 
2J.705 feet

8.54

0.90
043

J10.27

Construction and Plant Expenditure*:
The expenditure on plant and equipment during the year was #41,525.74. The greater pan of 

this was for electrical cable, hoist control* and the installation of the (inking hoist for the new winze. 
Mining machinery to replace worn out and obsolete equipment was purchased.

Outside Exploration:
Your company continued it* policy of examining all prospect* coming to it* notice, but nothing 

of note was developed during the year.

I wish to express my appreciation for the co-operation given me by the Director* and the excellent 
services rendered by your Assistant Manager, Mr. T. T. Tigert, the Staff and Employees.

Respectfully submitted,

DONALD B. ANGUS,
Manager.
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Dear Sir:

Herewith a brief report giving an idea of the depth at which 
the Diabase dike may be expected to intersect the "A" orebody.

Attached to this report is a plan and section.

It is indicated that the diabase dike will cut the "A" ore 
body approximately 5400 feet vertically below surface, if condit 
ions should remain the same below the 3400 level, and if the var 
ious assumptions made should hold.

The surface work shown 6n the plan is taken directly from 
the plans of the Exploration Dept at Central Patricia, and a legend 
is attached. The underground v.'ork is from the records of the 
Engineering r/ept.

One of the most striking features of the dike's behaviour at 
depth is the change of strike from surface tr underground from 
approximately N2757J to approximately NSe0^ at the 1300 level, or 
almost 30 degrees. On the 3400 level we have a diabase contact 
in hole 34-49 and no contact *o the bottom of hole 34-48; this 
shows that the strike must be at least as southerly as N40OW 
supposing that the end of the hole is right on the contact, or, as 
is nore likely, somewhat more southerly. The assumption has been 
riaSo that the strike here is the same as on the 1300 level or

Where sufficient outcrops are present on surface to allow 
the contact of the diabase to be followed, it is apparantthat this 
contact is quite irregular - this condition probably prevails over 
the entire length, and irregularities will also exist in a vertic 
al direction, which all go to complicate forecasts on the dike's 
behaviour at depth. However, it has been assumed that conditions 
remain the same below the 3400 level. The actual change in the 
strike as observed in the mine from that on surface could be account 
ed for by a northerly plunge of the dike or of the irregularities 
observed oh surface. It can be seon that where the dike leaves the 
plan to the south that the strike is very similar to that found on 
the 1300 level. Below the 5000N coordinate on surface the strike 
of the G ike is more northerly again, so at greater depth we may be 
able to expect this condition to arise undergound, which would be 
to our advantage.



Since tMs report was ?*,a-te^ hoi" ~4-^r, drilled fr

c.c c: -;- c ..;.-.-:K -,..- u^-u^ sl~.i:;rj on '-he 
it is possible, t.ovnver, that this contact could be 

on too north limb of the dike, supposing that thu indicated 
strikes underground are merely local conditions and the general 
str-ike as shown on surface. If this should be so, which is very 
doubtful, conditions for the mine will be more favourable, so the 
section shown can be considered the worst of the two conditions. 
Even in this latter instance it is thought that the "A" orebody 
would still rake into the south limb of the dike.

In the section shown it has been assumed that the dike 
remains constant between the 1300 and 3400 levels and below. 
The dip between these two levels is 74jo , or about 10O flatter 
than that measured on surface: It is difficult to determine an 
accurate dip between the surface and the 1300 level, as there is 
a difference of 300 between their strikes.

The trace of the "A" orebody in depth is shown on the 
plan and section - that is the resultant of the rake and the 
dip. This trace is estimated from previous experience of the 
orebody, and it is assmumed that it remains the same below the 
3400 level.

The section is taken along the trace of the "A" orebody 
on the east rake, and shows the intersection of the west rake 
of the diabase dike and the east rake of the "A" orebody in their 
estimated positions at 5430 feet. In short, we can look for 
about 2000 feet verticall y below the 3400 level.

The location of the new U-34 orebody is shown on the west 
end of the 3400 level. Unless the dike and the unknown portion 
over the river on surface have a northerly plunge, it is appar- 
ant that this orebddy (being in the main iron band) will rake 
into the north limb of the dike, which would mean that this body 
too could be in danger of being cut off at a depth somewhat great 
er than that effecting the "A" orebody. This danger is rather 
remote at present.

It is thought , nevertheless, that diamond drilling should 
be utilized to obtain as aocurate^picture as possible of the be 
haviour of the dike. Hole 34-48 at the east end of the 3455 level 
will be deepened shortly to give another intersection, and sever 
al aore holes should toe drilled to the north from the lov/er mine 
workings; the unknown area should be determined as far as poss 
ible and an attempt made to obtain the strike and location of the 
north limb.



Thers is no great hurry for this work, but It would be well
to obta'n full !nf or-iaM^n at r'-.-r ho- 1 --- a' ~~~~ a - -.-i . ..... * o-"

a, :rt c.-. -.r u i;- . u cl^rif-;:; t/, o r.:of;r; a - -na;:.:;- a forecast .h-?n tho sit -lallan is -n^re urer'.t.

Yours very truly,

K .W.M. Cokayne 
(Chief Bngineer)
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53089SE0I33 5aOe8NE8029 TARP LAKE 900 67 Yonge Street, 
Toronto, Ontario 
September B, 1938

The President and Directors, 
Central Patricia Gold Mines Limited, 
1000 Federal Building, 
Toronto, Ontario

Dear Sirs:

Please find enclosed herewith a Develop 

ment Progress Report for the period February 1937 

to August 1938 on the work done on your property.

Yours very truly,

B.S.W. Buffam 
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DIABASE DIKE 
SECTION A-A
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